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125 Years

Presbyterian College's 125 th anniversary — its

quasquicentennial for those steeped in Latin— can

easily be put into chronological perspective.

PC opened its doors as Clinton College in 1880

— the same year in which W. C. Fields and Helen

Keller were born. James Garfield defeated Winfield

S. Hancock in the U. S. presidential election that

year, and in Menlo Park, New Jersey, Thomas
Edison performed the first test of his electric railway.

George Eastman took out a patent on a flexible roll

of film for use in cameras.

It was one year before Clara Barton organized

the American Red Cross— and James Garfield was

assassinated; two years before John D. Rockefeller

organized the Standard Oil Trust; three years before

the Brooklyn Bridge opened; and even preceded

the dedications of the Washington Monument
and Statue of Liberty. A ten-story building in

Chicago would earn the title of the world's first true

"skyscraper."

Putting into proper perspective the people

who have helped shape PC over the past 125 years

k
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is anything but simple. It may be argued that every

student who has set foot on PC's campus has not only

been changed by the experience, but has shared a bit

of himself with the college community.

PC's history is, in fact, a large patchwork of people

and events. If it could speak, the college would very

likely echo the words of Alfred Lord Tennyson: "I am

a part of all that I have met."

Any attempt by the editorial staff to construct a

"best of" list in recognition of the 125 th anniversary

would be not only pretentious, but also humanly

impossible without listing everyone who has walked

the halls, presented a lecture, or written a check to the

PC Fund. Instead, the following pages offer a glimpse

at 125 individuals and groups who represent the

accomplishments of everyone in PC's history. They

not only have been shaped by PC, but they also have

played an important role in shaping the institution.

Historians may claim that, over the course of

history, 125 years is but the blink of an eye.

But what an important blink it has been for

Presbyterian College.
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lA/icuztM ruuner^/rtc

When William Plumer Jacobs arrived in Laurens County in 1864 to pastor a small Presbyterian

Church, the village that would become known as Clinton was known for "horse-racing, chicken-fighting,

gander-pulling, gambling and drinking, rowdyism, brawling, and other disorders."

Seven years later, Clinton was a town of homeless orphans, the unemployed, and roving bands of

desperate men. Robberies, murders, and lynchings were common. Educational opportunities were virtually

nonexistent and the railroad to which Clinton owed its existence went into bankruptcy.

Jacobs wrote in his diary: "The town has been at a dead standstill with premonitory symptoms of

galloping consumption. Her streets are deserted, the stores have no customers, families speak of moving

away. I feel convinced that nearly all of those I love the best will be gone. If at the end of the year affairs

are no better than they are today I would like to go to another field."

It would have taken a man of true faith and vision at that point to think such a town would support

a college. Fortunately, Jacobs was such a man.

Just one year after his bleak journal entry, Jacobs wrote with conviction "that God has a purpose in

locating me in Clinton" and he soon presented to the session of First Presbyterian Church plans for an

orphanage — a practical solution to the problem of homeless, parentless children. Many mocked the

idea and referred to it simply as "Jacobs Folly," but he moved forward and also organized the Clinton High

School Association to provide a future for the youth of the town.

In 1874, just as the orphanage was about to open, Jacobs again looked at the needs of society and

anticipated a next step: "I have at last set my heart on a plan it is nothing more nor less than the

establishment of a college at Clinton. It will take a vast outlay of time and money but it can be done and,

God willing, it shall be done."

The Civil War and Reconstruction left the South in ruins. Where others saw ashes, Jacobs envisioned

a rising phoenix — a New South that would be built on the foundation of Christian education.

The Clinton High School Association renovated a pre-war academy building on the northern edge

of town. William States Lee, a College of Charleston graduate with more than 20 years experience as an

educator, was hired as principal and teacher. This action made possible, at private expense, educational

opportunities for young people in Clinton until the state was able to take responsibility for public

schools.

Lee's high scholastic standards included in the school program some work of college-level quality that

allowed the high school association to change its name to the Clinton College Association. Almost all

of the association members being Presbyterians, they transferred their stock to the session of the Clinton

Church. Civic and business leaders contributed to the institution's well-being and growth.

Lee, as head of the school, became president of Clinton College. As president of the Board of Trustees

for 25 years, Jacobs remained its driving force until 1904. At that time it came under full support and

possession of Presbyterians of South Carolina.

J
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I
M.ercer Sicks Salley

Behind every dreamer is a philanthropist ready to help make those dreams a reality. So it was for

William Plumer Jacohs — the dreamer with ambitious plans for Clinton — and his close friend Mercer

Silas Bailey, Clinton's best-known citizen, philanthropist, and a man of integrity.

A native Laurens Countian, Bailey was a true entrepreneur — a highly successful merchant, owner

of sawmills, grist mills, and cotton gins; a real estate developer and builder; later banker and textile

manufacturer. He entered many ventures at Jacobs' urging and was a success at each of them.

His prosperity not only changed the face of Clinton, but also Presbyterian College. Bailey stepped

forward to help Jacobs revive the Clinton High School Association, which ultimately grew into

Presbyterian College. His financial gifts, often tied to others in the community joining his desire to see

an educational center flourish in town, were vital to the institution.

He was one of the first Baileys to serve on the Presbyterian College Board of Trustees, launching a

partnership between the family and the college that remains strong today. PC proudly counts members of

the family as alumni, trustees, and benefactors.

Bailey died in 1926, but his philanthropic spirit lives on through his family members and the Bailey

Foundation.

3 J.B. Parrot

One of the most influential individuals in the life of Presbyterian College — a Baptist minister— is

known to very few. In fact, the Rev. J.B. Parrot, pastor of the Baptist church in Clinton in 1905, can be

thanked for PC residing in Clinton to this very day.

Early in the Twentieth Century, the synod questioned whether Clinton was the best location for the

future development of the Presbyterian College of South Carolina. In 1905, a group from Yorkville near

Charlotte made a specific proposal to change the location to that city. Other communities, including

Bennettsville, Sumter, and Chester, also indicated interest. Clinton desired to keep PC.

The college's board of trustees decided to consider proposals from each community. With money as

a major factor, a special committee representing all denominations rose to the challenge of saving PC for

Clinton. Rev. Parrot headed the local group, which worked right up the deadline to obtain pledges of

support.

The board assembled in the chapel at Columbia Seminary (then located in Columbia, S.C.) to receive

the proposals. After Rev. Parrot spoke on behalf of the Clinton delegation, the front page of The State

newspaper reported "Clinton made a surprisingly strong showing and made a touching appeal for the

retention of the college on the ground of moral obligation."

Although the Clinton group's financial offer was in the middle of the group, Rev. Parrot's passionate

speech was as good as gold. When the board finally voted the next day, Clinton received 12 of the 19

votes to retain the college, igniting a jubilant celebration.

College founder Dr. William P. Jacobs wrote in his Our Monthly publication about the response of

Clinton residents:

What about the enthusiasm of the Clinton delegation? Ask the boys. It is something wonderful, they

went at it. The enthusiasm began on the night of the 1 2th of September, when they stayed up most

of the night calling people out of bed to the phones: "double your subscription." They had to raise

six thousand dollars to make out their $20,000 - and it is enough to say that between midnight and

daylight they did it.

3M Jti
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Then came the Columbia trip. Well all the world knows about that! The way they made the old Seminary

Chapel ring with applause at every sentence of Bro. Parrot's speech was enough to shock sensitive nerves. But it

was the home trip that capped the climax. The party divided. Some had to leave on the 5 o'clock train before the

question was decided. They received the news at Newberry. And then the racket began. One brother is said to

have kept his head out of the window, yelling and hooting and hurrahing for 20 solid miles

.

They reached Clinton about 8:30. As they rolled in - they were shocked and frightened by the clang offire bells

- all over the town, bells were ringing. Could it be the city on fire? Verily, yes - but it was the fire of enthusiasm.

The whole town had poured out to welcome back the conquering heroes. Rebel yells and College yells and yells on

independent and general principles - and hurrahs for Clinton and Parrot and everybody else - why, the town was

wild. Talk about Clinton not interested in her College. Pshaw! You ought to have been here that night, and the

next morning at 5 a.m. when the second section came in and all the next day and the next and the next.

4 w£uutm. States .Z.c&

One of the first men to take up the mantle of "Jacobs' Folly" was Presbyterian College's first president,

William States Lee.

As head of the College of Clinton, as it was first called, Lee also taught and boarded the college's first

residential students, primarily the sons of personal friends.

Lee obviously found himself in a new academic environment— a fully co-educational institution that

was noted in one of its earliest catalogs under the heading "Its Peculiarity." While fully a Presbyterian

institution, the college also readily encouraged students from any denomination to "vie with one another

in Christian courtesy" according to the catalog.

Lee stepped down as president in 1885 but remained for four more years as professor of mathematics

and mental philosophy and manager of the boarding department.

SaMJievP. FtutOiV

Samuel P. Fulton, a member of the class of 1884, holds the distinction of being Presbyterian College's

first male graduate. However, it was Fulton's training and career choice that earn him a spot on the

college's 125 th anniversary list.

Despite the fledgling college's small enrollment and financial struggles, Synod could not ignore the

fact that PC ranked among the top schools in the Southern Presbyterian Church in producing ministerial

candidates. Fulton's preparatory studies prepared him for this path and, following his graduation, he

became a missionary to Japan.

It is a career path that many PC graduates would follow.

Fulton's own son, Samuel H. '20, followed his father's footsteps to Presbyterian College along with his

brothers Darby and William.

In a 1932 letter to Walter Johnson, PD. Masyck recalled the junior Fulton's intense physical training

in Japan:

"There were several who would make the (football) varsity today, and who would be stars, and 1 mention especially

Sam Fulton. Sam had been trained in physical education by the ]aps, and was nothing but a bunch of bone and

muscle, fast as a rabbit and could side step and change pace with the best of today. Sam could pass forty to fifty

yards like a baseball."
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Samuel H. Fulton also chose to enter the ministry, attending Columbia Theological Seminary and

serving as a Presbyterian minister in Laurinburg, N.C.

^/. P\ hit/wr Kaui£4y

The presidency of Joseph Whitner Kennedy was a short-lived one; he died in office at the age of 36

after serving only three years— from 1888 to 1891. But his legacy is secure for several crucial reasons.

Without him, it can be argued that there would be no "PC."

Kennedy, the college's third president, is responsible, first of all, for changing the college's name
— from the original "Clinton College" to "Presbyterian College of South Carolina" (later shortened to

just "Presbyterian College.")

Kennedy also led the college's first general education reform — modifying the older classical and

literary model for a new curriculum that included fresh new ideas for a "modern" education.

He also set into motion the first plans, including fundraising, to locate the college where it stands

today.

/ /\vra.Ms yenant' AAostitis

Abram Venable Martin was one of PC's longest serving professors as it ventured into the 20 th Century

— teaching mathematics, natural science, and chemistry from 1896 to 1935.

He also holds the distinction of coaching the college's first varsity sport— baseball.

Fronde Kennedy, an 1896 alumna recalled: "Professors came and went. Some you can never forget.

The iron discipline of Spencer's Greek classes; the equally stern, merciless drill on Gildersleeves Latin

Grammar under S. T Martin; his brother A.V.'s exacting demands in "math"-the two Martins never let

you forget that they had had to work at Hampden Sidney and the University of Virginia, and that you

must measure up to the same high standards once imposed on them."

Q /\uruHl Zf. S&CIl'tstr

One of Presbyterian College's earliest professors was also one of its longest serving— including service

as the college's sixth president.

Almon E. Spenser first came to Clinton in 1891 to teach Greek and French at the invitation of

president John I. Cleland. Later, he would add to his teaching load by adding commercial science classes

and he also served as bursar.

He served as president from 1897 to 1904, succeeding president E. C. Murray. During his tenure,

he continued to teach and was known for his "iron discipline" in the classroom. Still, he also had a

reputation for being "tactful and temperate," according to the college's history, The Spirit of PC, which

also credits him for adding eight more acres of land to the college's campus— giving it a total of 24 acres

at the time.

Spenser went back into the classroom permanently after stepping down as president in 1904. In all,

he would serve at PC for 54 years.

Spenser Hall, a dormitory located on the site where the Harrington-Peachtree Academic Center now
stands, was named in his honor.
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J
WlflLm, MercK

William Neville served as Presbyterian College's seventh president for only three short years— from

1904 to 1907. But, oh, how important those three years turned out to be.

Neville was brought on board as president just after the Synod of South Carolina took control of the

college. A respected and popular minister from the Upstate, he was anxious to raise money to expand the

campus, add much-needed new facilities, and to establish PC's first permanent endowment.

But not long after assuming control of the college's future, the Synod began to question its location

— and soon communities began to lobby for PC to be relocated to another town. In what turned out to

be something of an "auction," Clinton raised and the college raised $40,000 and made a stirring plea that

earned enough votes from the board of trustees to secure PC in Clinton forever.

The president then turned his full attention to raising money for PC and he canvassed statewide for

funding to build. In 1906, the cornerstone was laid on the beautifully domed Administration Building.

Neville's tireless efforts would come at a great cost to his own health, however. He was fatally stricken

a year later while participating in commencement exercises and died three days later on June 8, 1907, at

the age of 5 1

.

Historians report one of the last things he said at that graduation:

"I have had this work on my heart continually since I took it up. I have labored in the heat and in the

cold, in season and out of season, through good report and ill report. My zeal has not flagged; but I feel

that I must make acknowledgement to those who have so nobly worked with and encouraged me."

Nearly four decades after his death, PC's Administration Building was renamed in his honor — the

long-standing centerpiece of campus.

AAttlctdm, lA/cHKfflVrt/i

Malcolm Woodworth was one of the early giants among PC's fabled faculty— a man known not only

for his acumen but also for being a favorite among students.

According to one student who wrote about several professors of the time, Woodworth was known as

'"Little Woody,' with "his carefully organized lectures on English composition, ticked off point by point

with his uplifted fingers."

Woodworth began his career at PC in 1902 teaching English and history. After a brief interlude at

another college, he returned in 1906 to teach English until 1940.

11 TDdpLsOiv A^cTDcHa-eloTDcNiJias

Anyone who stops to admire the beauty of the Presbyterian College campus can thank one of its

earlier presidents for having the foresight and vision to create a "grove of academe."

Davison McDowell Douglas, the college's ninth president, called on New York landscape architect
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Charles Leavitt in 1911 to design a plan for the college's future development. Leavitt envisioned what

many people enjoy today — Georgian buildings on spacious plazas converging on the venerable symbol

of the college, Neville Hall.

Douglas also set out on an ambitious quest to build and expand PC and enhance its academic standing.

In this, he also succeeded. But Douglas — for whom Douglas House was named — also was obviously a

personable fellow known for his relationships with the campus community.

The 1916 edition of the PaC SaC, which was dedicated to Douglas, reads: "To him who gives so gladly

and so effectively of his ability and strength for the upbuilding of our college and who never fails to have

a tender and sympathetic word for his boys."

1/ IBmuoziZ Gnrd/utJris
Bothwell Graham, a Georgian who was schooled at both the University of Georgia and Harvard

University, brought impressive credentials to his job of teaching Latin and, later, German to Presbyterian

College students— a job he fulfilled ably from 1903 to 1941.

In an article written by Fronde Kennedy, a 1896 graduate of PC and the daughter of PC's third

president, J. Whitner Kennedy, Graham was mentioned for being the second professor to "woo and win a

co-ed"— a telling reflection on the social mores of the time which allowed teaching professionals to date

their female students.

13 LCudm l , ^/ae&Jtt 77

William P. Jacobs II, the college founder's grandson, had an interesting history with the college both

as a PC student and later as president of the institution.

Having played football at Davidson College, he was instrumental in starting the football program at

Presbyterian College. He circulated a petition among the students and presented it to the faculty and

board of trustees requesting the privilege of establishing intercollegiate football at PC. The request was

granted and the announcement was made at commencement in 1913.

The one condition presented by the board was that entry into intercollegiate football and basketball

would not involve any financial loss by the college — a condition Jacobs met by directing the entire

operation, buying uniforms, and employing and paying the coach and all other expenses.

Jacobs not only played on that first team coached by Everett Booe, but he also received the first Block

P to be issued for football participation at the college.

Such was the drive the led Jacobs, a 1914 PC graduate, to succeed in business ventures. It also was the

reason his alma mater turned to him to restore PC to financial stability through the critical ramifications

of the financial depression and World War II

Jacobs, who served as a trustee during John McSween's presidency, assumed the college's presidency

in 1935 when McSween stepped down. He asked the academic dean, Marshall Brown, to take over the

daily management of the college while he attended to external affairs.

Within 10 years, Jacobs balanced the budget and regained accreditation lost during the depths of

the Depression. He brought to the aid of the College a network of national leaders and philanthropists

and began awarding honorary degrees to those whose service was exemplary. He instigated modern
management programs and aggressive public relations efforts.
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Jacobs transferred his own passion for tennis to the college and encouraged the development of

an intercollegiate program that positioned Presbyterian College at the center of American collegiate

tennis.

In 1936, PC held the first regional tennis clinic that the United States Lawn Tennis Association

enthusiastically adopted for sponsorship. By 1940, the National Model Tennis Clinics were regularly held

on campus and most considered PC the leading tennis center in the country.

Jacobs' efforts brought national attention to PC and positioned the college to grow at the close of

World War II.

14 Hvcrctt T3(Hte

The foundation of the Blue Hose athletics program is often associated with Walter Johnson. Although

the personable Johnson accomplished much during his long tenure at PC, the roots of the athletics and

physical training program actually date back to 1913 — two years before Johnson's arrival in Clinton.

That was the year Everett Little Booe, a former standout athlete at Davidson College, joined the

college's staff as its first coach and physical director — the perfect off-season job for a baseball player

who had just completed his first (and only) season roaming the Forbes Field outfield as a member of the

National League's Pittsburgh Pirates.

In addition to directing PC's first varsity football team, the 22-year-old Booe was charged

with establishing a physical training program that would be required of the college's freshmen and

sophomores.

When the ban on intercollegiate football was lifted in 1913, the college's trustees approved $1,000 for

work on an athletic field that was located at the current site of Springs Campus Center. Booe scheduled

a mixture of high school and college teams. The latter included teams from Newberry, Furman, and

Wofford that would become PC's primary rivals for the remainder of the century.

In 1914, E.C. Theller replaced Booe at PC when the latter resumed his baseball career, splitting time

with the Federal League champion Indianapolis Hoosiers and the Buffalo Buffeds. The light-hitting

outfielder then bounced around the minor leagues as a player and player-manager.

Booe died in 1969 at the age of 77.
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When he arrived at Presbyterian College in 1915, the 23-year-old young man from Milwaukee, Wis.,

may have scoffed at the notion of one day being known as the "Dean of Southern Sportsmen."

But Walter Johnson earned that title over a 43-year career at PC, laying the foundation for the

college's athletic program and building it into one of the premier small college programs in the nation.

The only breaks in his tenure were leaves of absence to take part in World War I and II.

During his first year at PC, Johnson operated with no gymnasium, no equipment, and only 14 men out

for football, which began intercollegiate play just two years earlier. Despite the small numbers, however,

that first football team won five of seven games and had two all-state performers. Johnson also coached

PC's other athletics teams— baseball and basketball.
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That was the start of a coaching career that extended more than 25 years at PC. When he stepped

down after the 1940 season to lead his National Guard unit into World War II, he held the second longest

tenure of continuous service at one institution in the United States. In 1940, Clemson agreed to play its

annual game with PC in Clinton in honor of Johnson's 25 th year in coaching.

From 1915-1940, Johnson's athletic teams compiled enviable records in every sport. His football

teams won 103 games with a schedule that included such opponents as Duke, Georgia Tech, Wake Forest,

Clemson, the University of South Carolina and Furman. Against Little Four opposition (Wofford, Erskine

and Newberry), Johnson won 53 games while losing only 18 and tying five. He captured the Little Four

championship 14 times and the SIAA title once.

Johnson also worked diligently to improve the college's athletics facilities. He witnessed the

construction of Springs Gymnasium; South Carolina's first floodlighted football field and its first indoor

swimming pool; Young baseball field; and four all-weather tennis courts.

Johnson was instrumental in the movement that established the first coaching school in the South,

at the University of South Carolina in 1922. He played an important part in the founding of the state

intercollegiate track meet, a springtime sports extravaganza that was held annually at PC beginning in

1926. He also took a leading role in bringing collegiate boxing to South Carolina.

Johnson returned to PC in 1946 to resume his leadership as director of athletics and physical training.

He died in 1953, one year after being inducted into the Hall of Fame of the National Association o{

Intercollegiate Athletics and just months after PC honored him with the honorary doctor of laws degree.

The latter cited Johnson for a lifetime "dedicated to developing in our youth the strong sinews of Christian

manhood. His leadership has been the means of stimulating the fine espirit de corps long associated with

Presbyterian College students and alumni. He takes the broad gauge view of athletics as a character

builder, and as its champion through the years, he has reflected credit not only upon this institution but

upon all sports everywhere"

L(HUUC McM^tLv
As a young man in his hometown of Prescott, Ark., Lonnie McMillian knew nothing about Presbyterian

College until Bill Bell, the star of his school's football team, was among those players who brought the

sport back to the Clinton campus and wrote home about the exciting times he had.

When it was his turn to consider a college, McMillian was encouraged by those letters and took a train

to Clinton— the start of a relationship that would last the rest of his life.

McMillian's arrival at PC as a freshman in 1915 coincided with the arrival of Walter Johnson as head

coach and director of the athletics program. Together they would build the foundation for the Blue Hose
program that exists today.

McMillian proved himself to be a stellar all-around athlete at PC, although his college career was

interrupted by World War I. When he returned from service and completed his studies, McMillian

spent two years coaching at Clinton High Scholl and Thornwell Orphanage before returning to his alma

mater.

In addition to serving as head basketball and track coach, McMillian coached freshman football

players and prepared them for varsity play. He also was the eagle eye in football scouting.

When Johnson left for service with the National Guard in 1941 , McMillian assumed the head football

coaching duties and immediately displayed his skill as a strategist. He installed the deceptive T-formation,

making PC the first football team in the Southeast to use that offensive system. The flashy offense, which
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relied on speedy players, fit well with McMillian's track background and he used that season to prepare his

players.

His 1943 squad handed Clemson a 13-12 loss — PC's last victory over the Tigers. He later gained

notoriety by telling a sports writer that playing at Clemson's Memorial Stadium was akin to a trip to Death

Valley. It is a nickname that exists for the Clemson stadium to this day.

During his 13 years as PC's head football coach, McMillian produced six Little All-America players

and compiled an overall record of 59 wins, 58 losses, and two ties against rugged opposition.

From 1923 to 1959, he was the only track coach the college knew. He played the leading role in

establishing the South Carolina Intercollegiate Track and Field Meet in 1925 and its annual staging on

the Presbyterian College track through the 1958 season. His cinder teams won five state championships

and one All-Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association (SIAA) title.

During halftime ceremonies at the Bronze Derby Classic in 1964, PC recognized McMillian's 36 years

of continuous service to the college. In 1974, one year before his death, he was inducted into the South

Carolina Athletic Hall of Fame.

1? l-.er(H/ S&ruids
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Since its construction in 1924, Springs Campus Center has been a hub of campus life. Nothing more

would please the man for whom it was named.

Col. Leroy Springs brought the Industrial Revolution to Lancaster, S.C. when he established Lancaster

Cotton Mills in 1895. A close friend of PC president Davison Douglas, Springs contributed $100,000

to the college for the construction of a new athletic center that was planned by gymnasium experts to

include the latest design concepts of a sports facility.

Leroy Springs Gymnasium opened in 1924 and enthusiastic students dedicated the yearbook to the

donor. He later made a $50,000 gift for the addition of an indoor swimming pool— the first of its kind at

any state college or university when it opened in 1929.

The facility served as headquarters for the college's athletics program until 1975 and then as the

center for the intramural program. A total renovation was completed in 1984, transforming it to a

comprehensive campus center, with lounges, student offices, expanded recreational, fitness and intramural

facilities, a campus store and canteen, a post office, a sports arena and refurnished swimming pool.

Col. Springs also vowed to improve PC's financial situation with a $50,000 gift — contingent on

the college's "Program of Deliverance" capital campaign successfully eliminating its debt by Jan. 1, 1931.

That campaign was well planned, but fell victim to Black Thursday less than a month after its kickoff.

Whether measured in brick and mortar or fragile paper, Ellison Adger Smyth's contributions to

Presbyterian College were substantial.

The industrialist and trustee from Pelzer, South Carolina made the initial gift of $25,000 in 1924

toward the cost of construction of Smyth Dormitory that provided resident accommodations for 72

students. The structure was built at the total cost of $95,000 and was named in memory of Smyth's

father, Dr. Thomas Smyth, who served for more than 40 years as the pastor of Charleston's historic Second

Presbyterian Church.
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Smyth inherited from his father a superb collection of South Caroliniana to which he added during

his lifetime. He made a gift of the collection to PC, which today helps bring considerable distinction to

the college as a major resource on the history, development, culture and background of the state.

IYJ. BalL

Textile industrialist, banker, and civic leader W. J. Bailey of Clinton had two major reasons to monitor

the success of Presbyterian College in the late 19 ,h Century and into the new century.

The primary reason is that the college, founded in 1880, brought growth and prestige to his hometown.

The other is that when he married a local woman in 1888, William Plumer Jacobs became his father-in-

Bailey's bride, Florence Jacobs, was one of Dr. Jacobs' five children and was one of three graduates in

PC's graduating class in 1883.

Bailey is fondly remembered for a generous $10,000 gift to the college that helped construct the

3,000-seat football stadium on campus. Bailey Stadium, named as a memorial to son William Cyrus

Bailey '08, was dedicated by president John McSween at the opening home football game of the 1928

season.
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Presbyterian College's 1

1

th president took the reins of office just as the country plunged into the direst

economic crises in its history.

John M. McSween was named president in September of 1928 — a little more than a year before

the dramatic start of the Great Depression. Despite the obvious financial straits the college would have

to steer through, it should be noted that McSween, a pastor, also served as a chaplain in the U.S. Army
during World War I and was no stranger to adversity.

He worked from the outset to strengthen the college's ties to the Presbyterian Church USA — with

the Synod of Georgia joining the Synod of South Carolina in control of and support of the college.

McSween also led the dedication of Bailey Stadium during his first fall in Clinton and was the first

president to live in the current president's home on South Broad Street across from campus. During his

tenure, enrollment increased approximately 30 percent and, during that time, the college also began

admitting women again as day students.

One of the most telling moments in McSween's presidency, though, was noted during a speech to the

Newcomen Society by current president John Griffith. Griffith praised the former president as a champion

of academic freedom after McSween did not take disciplinary action against a student newspaper editor

who challenged college officials to allow dancing on campus. Instead, McSween tactfully suggested that

the Synod relinquish its control of social issues to the board of trustees.

"Three central values of PC were cemented in this action: freedom of expression central to a vital

academy, the right of students to participate in decision making, and the right of the college to form its

own notion of community free from external control," Griffith said. "For most institutions of higher

learning, these were principles hammered out 35 years later during the height of the tumultuous student

protest movement."
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During its history, Presbyterian College nas relied on the generosity of alumni and friends both

for survival and growth. John Holland Young, a major landowner in Clinton and an officer at First

Presbyterian Church, contributed to both church and college during the college's first half-century.

Upon his death in 1938, Young was remembered as a man "who was ever zealous for the work of his

church — yet withal a man so modest that the extent of his Christian services and philanthropies was

never known."

One of Young's unassuming philanthropic acts occurred in 1929 when a young man from Young's

farm rode a mule into town, approached then president John McSween, and handed him a piece of paper.

When McSween unfolded the paper, he discovered the deed to a beautiful colonial-style home located

across Broad Street from the campus.

Young, who inherited the 13-year-old mansion from his brother George, intended it to serve as a

home for the college's president— a role it has since served for more than 75 years.

T) TZgftrt E. lA/fsoi'

PC's ROTC program was founded in 1919, three years after ROTC was established by a Congressional

Act. The arrival of Robert E. Wysor, then a captain, in 1929 as professor of military science and tactics

helped the college's program rise to national prominence.

Under Wysor, regular federal inspections were held on campus. Also, all rising senior cadets were

required to participate in six weeks of rigorous field training and summer competition at Camp McClellan,

Ala. The PC men finished first on five occasions and second twice at summer camp during Wysor 's eight

years as professor of military science and tactics.

When he left PC in 1937, Maj. Wysor had molded the PC unit into one of the finest ROTC groups in

the nation. The Wysor Saber named in his honor is presented annually to the top cadet in the Scottish

Highlander Battalion.

23 w&£
Kenneth Baker was a man who obviously could wear many hats.

As a principal at Clinton High School, for example, he also taught commercial courses, physics,

and biology. A veteran of World War I, he taught at Newberry College before joining the faculty at

Presbyterian College, where he taught economics and commerce— and served as treasurer of the college's

endowment fund.

A deacon at First Presbyterian Church in Clinton, Baker also was a former president of the local

Kiwanis and was a member of the Masons and Shrine Club.

He was a strong advocate of the Greek system at PC. A member of Kappa Alpha Order at his alma

mater, the University of South Carolina, he was the son of a KA and the brother of a KA — and one of

four men who took the lead in founding PC's Beta Pi chapter in 1923. A former province commander for

the fraternity, Baker's son, Kenneth Jr., also was a KA as a student at PC.
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Frank Dudley Jones arrived in Clinton in 1912 to succeed William Plumer Jacobs as pastor of First

Presbyterian Church. A native of Arkansas, he was a learned man— a graduate of Davidson College and

Columbia Seminary, and had done postgraduate work at Harvard and George Washington universities.

His tenure at First Presbyterian Church lasted eight years, but he did not leave Clinton. He accepted

a position as professor of philosophy and psychology at Presbyterian College, where, over the next 22

years, he became one of the most respected members of the faculty. He also served as the first chaplain of

the State Training School, later Whitten Center.

In his History of Presbyterian College, Ben Hammet recalls Dr. and Mrs. Jones being invited to dinner

to welcome Marshall and Lillian Brown to campus:

At the close of the evening, Mrs. Brown said, "Marshall, if the rest of the faculty are anything like Dr.

Jones, you have gotten yourself into some very fast company."

Jones also maintained an interest in South Carolina history and, in addition to building his own
South Caroliniana collection, nurtured the library's collection during its early years.

He retired from his teaching position in 1942, and died in Clinton on June 30, 1946.

Jones and his daughter, Louise Jones DuBose, are responsible for the Jones South Carolina collection

in the special collections holdings of the James Thomason Library. It was later supplemented by materials

donated by J. Isaac Copeland, former curator of the Southern Historical Collection at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Louise Jones DuBose honored her parents in 1948 by establishing the Frank Dudley and Catherine

Wyman Jones Scholarship Fund designated for the benefit of a history student.
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An old adage states that good fences make good neighbors. In the case of Presbyterian College and

Georgia Blakely Thomason, the lack offences makes the best neighbors.

In fact, there is comfort in knowing that "Georgia Bee" resides directly across from the Patrick Center

and that she readily shares her love and knowledge of PC with all who cross her path. She is, quite simply,

a living treasure.

Women attended PC as day students from its founding in 1880 until 1921, when they were encouraged

to attend Chicora College to strengthen that single-gender school. A decade later, however, Chicora was

struggling financially and prepared to merge with Queens College in Charlotte.

PC again opened its doors to women and Thomason — who had been attending Erskine College

— was among the first of 26 women to return to the PC campus in 1931. She graduated in 1934.

Thomason shared her memories of those days when she served as guest speaker for the annual Women's
History Month convocation in 2005, including the joy of dances that were held downtown because they

were forbidden on campus by synod action.

She admitted that it was often hard for the few female students to adjust to living on a campus
dominated by men — and equally hard responding to the academic rigors and expectations that were
placed upon them.

"I was a math major, so I had to take physics, and calculus and other advanced math — all those

delightful courses," she said.
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Half a century later, Thomason agreed to serve on the college's 125 th anniversary planning committee

that organized numerous celebratory events during the fall semester. For her, it was just recognizing that

each of those years has been reason to celebrate the college she loves.

"I kept up with my classmates over the years and we had a glorious 50-year reunion," she said. "A lot

of us came back. It was just fun here. We had to study and it wasn't easy— but it was fun."

J}/
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Those who sat in Neill Whitelaw's classes will confess that there was no greater taskmaster on the PC
faculty.

They also will usually admit that they would not have traded the experience for anything.

During his remarkable tenure as professor of physics and mathematics at PC from 1935 until 1967,

Whitelaw made immeasurable contributions to the scientific community through the students he trained

at the undergraduate level.

His own reputation as a scientist was confirmed when he was sought to participate in the Oak Ridge

Project that was completing development of the atomic bomb, but he chose to remain at PC.

Whitelaw served first as professor of mathematics in 1935, and then headed the department of physics

from 1936 until his retirement in 1967. He died the following year, prompting the faculty to adopt a

resolution that paid tribute to "his outstanding career as a teacher, counselor, adviser, humanitarian, and

above all as the respected and loved exponent of academic excellence."

The Neill G. Whitelaw Scholarship was established in 1970 through a bequest of Whitelaw and with

gifts from his family and friends. The lecture auditorium on the first floor of Richardson Hall that today

serves as a multimedia theater also was named in his memory.
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Presbyterian College's longest serving president had a relationship with the college that spanned

nearly four decades — time enough not only for him to have seen vast change but also for him to guide

PC through it.

Marshall Brown served at PC for more than 38 years, beginning as a history professor in 1925. Three

years later, PC president John McSween named Brown as the college's first academic dean. He carried

those responsibilities in addition to a full teaching load.

Uncertain about his role, Brown still had confidence in PC.

"I had little idea what a dean was supposed to do," he noted, "but I thought it would be interesting to

learn. And I was willing to give it my best. As for PC's future, I felt we had a good thing going here and

would make it."

Brown saw PC survive the Great Depression and World War II. In 1945, he was named president of

the college and guided PC through the social upheaval of the 1950s and early 1960s. Determined to grow

and improve the college, he launched PC's first long-range development program and was a catalyst for

progress in programs, facilities, personnel, and financial support from churches and alumni.

Brown earned the respect of peers and colleagues who turned to him for leadership. He served

as president of the S.C. Historical Association, the Southern Conference of Academic Deans, the

Presbyterian Education Association, as chairman of the S.C. Foundation of Independent Colleges, and as

moderator of the Synod of South Carolina.
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As he marched down the aisle in full academic regalia during his inaugural ceremony in 1998,

Presbyterian College President John Griffith halted the processional and shared a few words with a woman

sitting on the aisle. Wearing a smile undoubtedly born from the woman's words of encouragement,

Griffith continued toward the stage to be installed as the college's 16th president.

The ability to command a presidential audience at any moment summed up the stature Lillian Gross

Brown— known to many simply as "Mrs. Bee"— held at Presbyterian College.

When the former registrar and first lady died in 2001 at the age of 103, she left a legacy of dedication

to community, family, and Presbyterian College.

"She was a genteel lady who came to Clinton as a bride in 1926 and dedicated her life to the welfare of

Presbyterian College and its students. No problem was too small for her to be interested in the solution,"

the late Ed Campbell told Presbyterian College Magazine following her death. "I think the PC Spirit is as

much a credit to her love of this institution as anything."

Brown served as registrar at PC from 1928 until 1945, when her husband, Dr. Marshall W. Brown, was

named as the college's 13th president. Her tenure as first lady lasted until 1963.

Although she strongly supported the college's academic program and faculty, her love of the institution

was fueled by PC's students. During World War II, she served as the editor and guiding spirit of the "Bee-

Mail Letters," a collection of thoughts and stories from Presbyterian College students and alumni serving

in all branches of the armed forces. She sent the Bee-Mail Letters every two weeks to those servicemen,

bringing encouragement, support, and comfort to the soldiers.

A 1945 edition of Trie Greenville News recalled, "...her mail bag is filled daily with letters from these

'PC'uns' thanking her, telling her frankly of human feelings, in the stress of giant warfare, recounting

incidents of battle and camp life, incidents humorous and pathetic. And she reads them all and digests

them and weaves them together into her 'Bee-Mail Letter" which is a running story of what PC think and

feel and where they are and what they are doing."

Eventually, more than 1 ,000 alumni were on her mailing list. After the war, grateful former students

named Mrs. Bee an honorary alumna and presented her with the Alumni Gold P Award for 1945.

LZciiHianl 7atiic

Edouard Patte arrived at Presbyterian College in 1947 to teach sociology, but it was another passion

for which he is most often remembered.

That first year, he assumed leadership of the college's Glee Club and molded it over the next three

years into a male choir that was recognized as one of the finest in the South.

Under Patte's direction, the PC robed choir performed on spring tours and weekend church

engagements. From 1947 until 1965, Patte directed more than 650 concerts. The choir performed

numerous times on radio and television, including three programs on the national radio series "Great

Glee Clubs of America." Eight albums of recorded anthems and spirituals are a part of Patte's PC legacy.

Following one recording session, a representative of a national recording company called the PC choir

"one of the five best non-professional male choirs we have recorded."

A native of Switzerland, Patte's musical training in Europe came at the Geneva Conservatory of Music

and Geneva's St. Peter's Cathedral. An ordained Presbyterian minister, he worked with the International

YMCA before helping to establish the North Augusta (S.C.) Presbyterian Church at the close of World
War II.
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Upon his retirement, Patte received the title of minister of music emeritus in recognition of his

outstanding service. Later that year, PC inaugurated a complete program of music, including a major in

the field.
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A lifetime of collecting amounted to a major gift to the Thomason Library in 1992, when the late J.

Isaac Copeland '3
1 donated his personal library to his alma mater and bolstered the PC facility's holdings

in Southern history.

"The library of J. Isaac Copeland forms an excellent foundation for a research library on the history

of the antebellum South and the history of South Carolina," said Lynn Roundtree of Tridium Books in

Chapel Hill, N.C. "Nearly all of the classical historical works on the 'Old South' may be found here,

as well as many of the foundational works on the history of South Carolina. The collection is also

generally strong in the history of the modern South, American historiography, slavery in the South, and
key monographs on the history of other Southern states."

For Copeland, a Clinton native who spent his life in libraries, the 1,130 volumes dating from 1836 to

1992 represented a lifetime of collecting and a professional love of the subject matter.

"I first began collecting books about 1936, when I was the librarian at Furman," Copeland said. "I

started with the history of South Carolina, but then I began to broaden it to the entire South. When I

started teaching courses on the antebellum South and the recent South, I started buying them at a rapid

pace, but had no idea it would grow as big as it did."

Copeland credited Marshall Brown and Dudley Jones for inspiring him to study history at PC, and
Brown also encouraged him to enter library work. Accepting that encouragement, Copeland enrolled at

George Peabody College for Teachers in 1932, earning his B.S. in library science and his M.A. in history

while working in the library at the college. In 1936, he accepted the position of library director at Furman
University, while spending his summers at the University of Chicago.

In 1942, however, Brown, then president of PC, phoned Copeland when the college's librarian was
called into the National Guard during World War II, and Copeland agreed to return to his alma mater for

the duration of the war. He remained in Clinton for three years before accepting the position of head of

the documents department in the library at the University of North Carolina. While in Chapel Hill, he
earned his Ph.D. in history, and in 1952 returned to George Peabody as library director and professor of

history.

It was another 15 years before he received a job offer tempting enough to move him from George
Peabody, and it proved to be an offer he could not refuse — head of the Southern Historical Collection

at the University of North Carolina, one of the nation's foremost manuscript collections detailing the

history of the South.

During that time, his collection grew to more than 1 ,000 volumes.

"It's a fairly balanced and diverse collection that covers a period of several years," Copeland said. "I

made up my mind in the late 1970s that the collection should go to Presbyterian College and that the

books should be used. Some may be put in safekeeping, but I'm a believer that books should be used. I

want them to be available for people."

The J. Isaac Copeland Library Fund, established in 1997 by his estate, is used to purchase books for

the Thomason Library.
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It is one thing to envision growth — to plan for it and to create it. It is another thing entirely to

manage it and deal with it.

Oren Beaty, Presbyterian College's plant superintendent from 1948 to 1981, was responsible for taking

care of 33 years worth of physical plant growth as the college added 1 1 new buildings and 120 more acres

during his tenure.

A citation written at his retirement noted that Beaty "responded to calls at all hours of the day and

night, for all kinds of emergencies, mechanical breakdowns, storm damage, power failures, even over-

zealous celebrators."

33 Ps C/i^

PC has played host to more than its share of four-legged friends over the decades, many ofwhom were

lifted up as unofficial campus mascots.

None, perhaps, was more visible or beloved than Psycho, described by The Blue Stocking as "a

thoroughbred canine of every breed" that roamed campus following World War II.

He marched alongside ROTC formations, attended classes, and wore garnet and blue — complete

with four blue stockings— to the Clemson game in 1950.

"Psycho became a full-fledged canine member of the student body, following students wherever they

went, attending classes as well as sports events, and just hanging around wherever a group of students

would gather," recalled Shields Croker '38, a member of the PC education faculty during the 1950-51

academic year. "He 'audited' most of my education psychology classes that year, was well behaved, and

participated in the work of the class about as much as a few of the students at the time did."

When Psycho died from wounds sustained in a fight in 1951, he was buried behind Laurens Hall. His

passing was reported in a front-page article in The Blue Stocking.

"j ft Alchnruttty Sunt/Is

Successful coaches, it is said, remember their roots and glean the best from each of the stops in their

careers.

So it was with Norman Leslie "Norm" Sloan, Jr., who began his head coaching career at Presbyterian

College and was immersed in the PC spirit before going on to establish himself as a dean among college

basketball coaches.

The Indiana native took over the PC basketball program in 1951 and compiled a 69-36 record over

four seasons. Among Sloan's players at PC was his brother, Chuck Sloan '56, an active member of the

Scotsman Club who confided to the media, "He was my older brother and my idol. It was tough playing

for him. At that time, he was young and hot-headed. I was hot-headed and hard-headed."

In addition to his basketball head coaching duties at PC, Sloan also served as an assistant football

coach. He was on the same Blue Hose staff in 1954 as Glenn "Bo" Schembechler, who later was named
head football coach at the University of Michigan where his 1973 team shared the national championship
with Alabama.

After stops at The Citadel and the University of Florida, Sloan was named head coach at his alma

mater, North Carolina State University, in 1966. He led the Wolfpack to a 76-64 victory over Marquette
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in the 1974 NCAA National Championship game and was named National Coach of the Year.

posted an overall record of 627-395 during his 37-year career.

Following Sloan's retirement, Blue Hose head basketball coach Gregg Nibert remained in contact
with Sloan, who maintained his ties to PC. He joined Nibert and another former Blue Hose head coach,
Butch Estes, in Clinton for a basketball clinic in the early 1990s. He later returned to PC as the guest
speaker for a Blue Hose basketball banquet.

Sloan passed away in December of 2003.

jjj A/UriU Detu/f

Presbyterian College students proudly follow the motto that appears on the college's seal: dum vivimus
servimus — while we live we serve.

One of the best examples of adherence to that motto, however, was not even a PC graduate.

Martha Dendy was, however, a woman of faith, intelligence, and ambition who sought the best for her
family. As Ben Hammet recalled in the History of Presbyterian College: For more than 50 years, Martha
Dendy washed clothes for PC students and put nine children through college with her earnings. Starting

before the turn of the century and lasting until 1950, she ran a home-style laundry for the college men
during this period when nine presidents came and went. David Dendy recalled that as a boy he picked up
and delivered, within the dormitories, the students' clothes his mother had hand-laundered: "at 25 cents
a bundle in those early days, and you could put everything in the bundle."

Although she had little formal education, her drive and determination was passed on to her children.

David remembered that, as his mother proudly added the college diplomas of his older brothers and sisters

to the walls of their simple home, he was fired with the urge to earn one of his own.
When Martha Dendy died at age 86 in 1953, she left not only the legacy of educated children but

also an accumulation of considerable property in business and residential sections of Clinton. Her love

of education is evident in the Clinton middle school that bears her name.
It also extends to Presbyterian College in a significant way.

David Dendy, who went on to serve as a public school principal, and other family members established

the Martha and Young Dendy Sr., Scholarship Fund at PC in 1974 in honor of their parents. He honored
his mother when the scholarship fund was announced.

"My brothers and I thought the scholarship at PC in memory of our mother would be appropriate,

because here was her life's work and where she made the money for our opportunities," he said. "(The
scholarship) will help black students and white students to get a good education at Presbyterian College.

I know Martha Dendy would like that very much, because she believed so strongly in education."

J |
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Every spring at Honors Day, one deserving senior biology major takes the stage in Belk Auditorium as

the winner of the Alexander B. Stump Award for excellence in the department.

One hopes, of course, that each recipient will learn about the man for whom the award is named— a

man whose life and service to the college was a model for all professors.

Alexander Stump came to PC a few years removed from serving in a U.S. Army medical detachment
in the Pacific Theater during World War II.
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A man of science, Stump was elected president of the S.C Academy in Science in 1951. He was

noted for his research — especially developing original techniques for studying one-celled organisms.

But first and foremost he was an enduring and endearing member of the PC faculty. In 1953, the

PaC SaC staff dedicated the college's yearbook to Stump, who served as the faculty advisor for students

who were considering medical school. In 1970, he earned the second Alumni Distinguished Teaching

Award.

In addition to the Alexander B. Stump Award, PC's Richardson Science Hall holds the Alex B.

Stump Lecture Room, dedicated to the school's "beloved teacher, tireless counselor, inspiring colleague,

productive researcher, department chairman, and distinguished professor of biology."

37 Man/in Jon/Bi(/~ts

There have many changes on the Presbyterian College campus over the years, but few have been as

noticeable as the changes made to accommodate the college's library services. Marian Burts witnessed

many of those changes firsthand.

Hired by PC president Marshall Brown in 1947, Burts joined PC as head librarian in the school's five-

year-old library-administration building constructed with Works Project Administration funds and labor.

What is now solely Smith Administration Building served not only as an administration building but also

as a joint college and community library holding an estimated 24,000 volumes.

In 1968, Burts stepped down as head librarian to become PC's periodicals librarian, and retired in

1975 — just after PC bought out the city of Clinton's interest in the community library and built its own
new James H. Thomason Library, which opened in 1974-

Gt&uv {(S^ ;; Scxm/eaicer

Football faithful from the University of Michigan proudly cite the accomplishments of legendary

football coach Glenn E. "Bo" Schembechler. After all, Schembechler served as the Wolverines' head

football coach for 21 years, posted a 194-48-5 record at Michigan, and won 13 Big Ten championships.

Schembechler's overall coaching record in 27 seasons (including six at Miami University) was 234-

65-8. He never had a losing season and at his retirement, Schembechler ranked as the winningest active

coach in college football's Division I.

It all started at Presbyterian College.

After receiving his master's degree at Ohio State in 1952 while working as a graduate assistant coach

under Woody Hayes, Schembechler served two years in the U.S. Army before joining the PC football staff

as a line coach in 1954. Among his fellow assistant coaches that year was Norm Sloan.

After spending one year at PC, Schembechler was on the coaching fast track. He moved to Bowling

Green in 1955 and then joined Ara Parseghian at Northwestern in 1958. He returned to Ohio State and

served for five seasons as an assistant to Hayes before accepting the head coaching job at Miami of Ohio,

where he won two Mid-American Conference championships in six years before moving to Michigan in

1969.

Schembechler served as director of athletics at Michigan from 1988-90 and the two following years

as president of the Detroit Tigers. He also worked with ABC Sports as a football broadcaster and studio

analyst.

He today travels as a motivational speaker.
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After 50 years, the memories are still fresh in Maj. Gen. (Ret.) James Allen's mind:

Rising well before dawn and eating a quick breakfast in time to make the 7 a.m. drill periods. Marching

across the parade field in full dress. Putting his skills to use as part of a Presbyterian College ROTC team

at summer camp. Enjoying the pomp and pageantry of the ROTC Military Ball. Being commissioned a

second lieutenant in the United States Army before receiving his Presbyterian College diploma in 1955.

"Without the ROTC program, there would have been a total void in life at Presbyterian College,"

Allen said. "Every morning you got up and were on the drill field and you got to know everybody at PC
because everybody was in the program except for the veterans who had come back from the wars. ROTC
was just a major part of life at PC."

Those memories remain vivid because they helped shape Allen's life and distinguished military career,

which led to his being inducted into Presbyterian College's ROTC Hall of Fame in 1993. They laid the

foundation for a lifetime of leadership as an officer in the U.S. Army, and then as an administrator of the

Military Assistance Council for the state of South Carolina.

They also sparked Allen and the college into action in 1994 when the Army placed the Scottish

Highlander Battalion on its list of programs to be eliminated.

Allen met with college officials to develop a strategy to help save the historic program. The group

earned the support of U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond and formed the Presbyterian College ROTC Alumni

Association to create scholarship endowment funds that would be awarded to deserving ROTC officer

candidates.

Allen served as president of the eight-member executive committee, which set the plan in motion

by contacting nearly 1,000 alumni of the Scottish Highlander Battalion. The first scholarship from the

association was awarded in 1996.

"When we looked for another ROTC alumni association from which we could learn, we did not find

one," Allen said. "The Army said we may have created the first college ROTC alumni association in

the United States, one which will serve as a model others can use and would use to strengthen their own
programs."

Allen serves as a fine role model to cadets in the Scottish Highlander Battalion. He returns to campus

frequently and served as the guest speaker during the Fall 2005 semester for Patriot's Day and Veterans

Day ceremonies.
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Countless alumni fondly remember Lewis Scott "Pete" Hay, who retired in 1993 as the Cornelson

Professor Emeritus of Religion following 38 years of service to Presbyterian College.

An honor graduate of Presbyterian College in 1949, Hay was unsure of the work he wanted to pursue.

He had majored in mathematics and minored in Bible "purely out of interest." After leaving PC, he

worked in his family's oil business in Charleston — handling all kinds of jobs there from gas station

attendant to payroll clerk.

After two years in the business field. Hay decided upon the ministry. He enrolled at Columbia

Theological Seminary, served as student body president there and emerged in 1954 as a magna cum

laude graduate. The next year he received his Th.M. degree from Princeton Theological Seminary,

concentrating on the New Testament.
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He received an invitation from Marshall Brown to join the PC faculty as associate professor of religion

and Greek in 1955 and, with the exception of two years during which he completed doctoral studies at

Emory University on a Danforth Fellowship, spent his entire teaching career at his alma mater.

"I try to set standards for student performance to make them grow and think," he told the Presbyterian

College Report in 1988. "I helieve that teaching religion is an integral part of a liberal arts education

because I believe the Bible has been the most influential piece of literature in the Western world. It's

inconceivable for me to think of a person as educated who doesn't know something about the Bible. But

I don't want to make students conform to my ideas or feel indoctrinated — I just want them to examine

these religious ideas for themselves."

In recognition of his excellence as teacher and counselor, Hay was designated for a distinguished

professorship —the Emma Bailey Cornelson and the Rev. George H. Cornelson, D. D., Professor of

Christian Religion — in 1978.

In addition to chairing his department from 1972-88, Hay often was among the first faculty members

to offer his services to the college — from conducting a comprehensive self-study of the institution for

the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to developing a new interdisciplinary course such as

"Media and Society" as part of the Russell Program on media literacy.

He also found time to write articles for several scholarly journals and once served as a regular columnist

for the Presbyterian Outlook.

A PC Professor of the Year, Hay preached the baccalaureate sermon during 1993 commencement
weekend. He was honored later that year with the college's top alumni citation, the Alumni Gold P

Award, in recognition of his outstanding career.
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Aside from Ben Hay Hammet, it would be difficult to find another PC'un with a love of journalism

that surpassed that held by Douglas Kiker.

In fact, Kiker enjoyed a professional career that would likely have been very much like his mentor

Hammet's, had the latter not chosen to remain at his alma mater. From his humble beginnings as a writer

for The Blue Stocking to an award-winning member of the NBC News team, he excelled in applying his

skills to any given task.

Kiker entered Presbyterian College in 1947 and wrote the "Hit or Myth" column for The Blue Stocking.

He also wrote advice for the lovelorn under the name Belinda Bangel.

The native of Griffin, Ga., worked as a general assignment reporter at The Spartanburg Herald for one
year before returning to PC to serve as editor of The Blue Stocking and to complete his B.A. in English in

1952.

Kiker served in the Navy and the Peace Corps while working on novels that would later be published.

He was the Washington correspondent and political columnist for The Atlanta Journal and, in 1961,

accepted the position of White House reporter for the New York Herald Tribune. He was a member of the

press corps that accompanied President John F. Kennedy's fateful visit to Dallas.

Kiker began his association with NBC in 1966. With the network, he served as a news correspondent,

a contributing editor to the "Huntley-Brinkley Report," a foreign correspondent in Rome, a war
correspondent in Vietnam, Northern Ireland and the Middle East, and a political correspondent during

presidential elections. He received broadcasting's coveted Peabody Award in 1970 and was a member of

NBC's award-winning team covering the 1972 Republican and Democratic conventions.
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He was a frequent visitor to his alma mater. Kiker was the featured speaker at PC's 1 986 commencement,
and he spoke on the impact of television journalism during Presbyterian College's Arnold Symposium
designed to enlighten students about the effects of mass media on society.

Prior to his death in 1991, Kiker worked with members of the college's financial development office

while planning to chair the alumni phase of PC's $30 million "Building From Strength" Campaign.

PC honored him in 1994 by establishing the Kiker Award for outstanding high school journalism.
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Is there anything Tom Stallworth can't do? Or, more specifically, is there anything he won't do for his

alma mater?

As a student, he was ROTC battalion commander and a member of Student Government, the Student

Christian Association, Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, and the PC Choir. A 1955 graduate, he served briefly

as a minister before being called back to Clinton to serve as PC's chaplain.

Thus began a remarkable 36-year career at his alma mater. During his tenure, Stallworth also served

as a professor of religion and philosophy, a faculty athletic representative, dean of students, soccer coach,

and as dean of alumni activities until his retirement in 1995.

PC continues to call him back into service; he served recently as interim director of church relations

and is a faithful member of the ROTC Alumni Association. The Alumni Association presented Stallworth

with the 2005 Mary F. Lehman Alumni Service Award.

43
In the classroom and from his desk — Joe Gettys' influence on Presbyterian College and the

Presbyterian Church is profound.

Gettys joined the college faculty in 1956 as a professor of religion who had served in the classroom

and in churches as an experienced educator and mentor. From 1962 to 1969, Gettys also served in a dual

role as PC's academic dean, where he also developed a reputation for recruiting and bringing to campus

some of the college's most gifted professors.

Gettys developed a name for himself as an author, specializing in religious booklets and Sunday school

curriculums, including his most popular title, What Presbyterians Believe.

In 1969, Gettys returned to the classroom as PC's first Kristen Herrington Chair of Bible and served

in that capacity until he retired in 1974. The following year, he delivered the main address at PC's 95 th

commencement, where he was awarded an honorary doctor of divinity degree.

44 ' A£?/

Words can be as benign as simple drops of ink on paper or as powerful as a declaration to inspire a

nation to freedom and stir human emotions.

In Allen King's classroom, the latter always prevailed.

King was a fixture in the PC English department for 26 years. Surrounded by his love of the English
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language, he challenged students to enter the world of the written word. Those who accepted the challenge

discovered a bond to the words— and the man who issued the challenge— for years to come.

A native of Georgia, King served in the Air Force during World War II. After earning his MA. in

English from the University of Georgia, he did post-graduate work at the University of North Carolina

in Chapel Hill, took a six-week course in British Novel at Exeter College, Oxford University, England,

and attended the Yeats Summer School in Sligo, Ireland. He twice attended the Faulkner Conference in

Oxford, Miss.

After stints at Pine Street School in Spartanburg, S.C., and Darlington School in Rome, Ga., King

arrived at PC in 1959. Over the next 26 years, his excellence in teaching would be recognized by the

Alumni Service Award, the Distinguished Teaching Award, and twice having the PaC SaC dedicated to

him.

Upon his retirement from PC, his colleagues recognized in a resolution his work in the classroom, as

well as his service to numerous committees, to the Academic Affairs Council, and as a faculty secretary:

"Mr. King, through his teaching, has inspired in generations of students an appreciation for world and

modern literature and especially the works of William Faulkner, through his efforts to bring contemporary

writers to the campus has made literature vital for the college community, through his scholarship has

provided the English Department with its Handbook of Grammar and Usage, through his unrelenting

commitment to high moral and intellectual standards and his sometimes biting wit has stimulated the

effort to achieve excellence at Presbyterian College, through his enduring friendships with students long

after they have left the campus has strengthened relationships between the college and its alumni, and

through his service on the Minority Concerns Committee, his work with the homeless and indigent, and

his advocacy of human rights has afforded both students and fellow faculty members a high standard of

social commitment."

Following King's retirement, a former student made a $10,000 challenge contribution that established

the S. Allen King, Jr. Scholarship Fund at Presbyterian College. The need-based scholarship is given with

preference to English majors.

Upon his death in June of 2005, Dr. David Gillespie acknowledged King as "one of a handful of PC's

most legendary distinguished faculty figures. Legions of alumni, along with faculty and staff who served

with him, will remember and love him for all the days of our lives."
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What educators today label "multicultural" as a trend for enabling their students to understand life in

a global society, Yvonne King was incorporating in her classroom decades ago.

A professor of French for 18 years at PC, King emphasized not only the spoken language but also was

a specialist in modern French literature who incorporated cultural awareness into the classroom and was

instrumental in promoting study abroad for students.

A native of England, King was the wife of English professor Allen King.

A citation in the 1978 edition of the PaC SaC, which was dedicated to her, reads:

"Those of us who are fortunate enough to be in her classes know the careful preparation she puts into

each lesson. She teaches each class with imagination and vitality. She trusts us to take seriously the

responsibility for our education. By setting high standards, she encourages us to learn as much as we can.

And when we fail, and we do fail frequently, she always gives us another chance. For her, we want to do
better next time."
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Does anyone who knew him doubt that Ed Campbell was the bluest of Blue Hose?

A 1950 graduate, Campbell spent 54 of his 75 years at his alma mater — as a student, registrar,

director of admissions, business manager, treasurer, and director of development for major gifts.

Few have loved PC as much as he did— and few have served it as loyally or as long.

Upon his death in 2002, PC president Dr. John Griffith pointed out the essence of Campbell's

legacy.

"Many alumni attribute their success in life to Ed Campbell for making a life possible they never

dreamed," he said. "Likewise, Ed helped make possible a PC many believed impossible."

Someone somewhere might calculate the number of students Campbell encouraged to make PC their

alma mater, the amount of financial aid he helped secure, or the millions of dollars he raised— but that

sum would be insufficient in describing his real impact.

For Campbell, service to PC was far more personal.

In 1999, the college honored Campbell with an honorary doctorate of commercial science. At that

ceremony, acting chairman of the PC board of trustees, Fred Davidson, said Campbell was blessed with

"an incurable and infectious case of PC Spirit, making him an endearing optimist who believes every adult

has the potential to embrace PC's mission and every child is destined to enroll as a student."

In 2003, the college named the central plaza on campus the G. Edward Campbell Plaza — a fitting

tribute to the man who helped raise the money to build the buildings surrounding it. Again, though,

Campbell will be remembered more often than not for the enduring relationships he helped forge.

"Honoring him in this location is perfect — at the crossroads where people come and go and meet

each other every day," Campbell's eldest son, Gary, said at the plaza dedication. "This plaza connects the

old campus with the new campus, which is part of the vision he had for PC and what he wanted to see

happen."
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Following such a popular president as Marshall Brown was a daunting task. Toss in one of the most

turbulent social periods in the nation's history and the job seems nearly impossible.

However, Marc Weersing stepped into the president's office in 1963 and handled both challenges with

skill, guiding the college through one of its most prosperous periods over the next 16 years.

Under Weersing 's leadership, the size ofboth the college's student body and the faculty nearly doubled.

Eight major buildings were constructed and others underwent extensive renovation. The curriculum was

updated, but with care to retain its strong commitment to the liberal arts and rigorous academic standards.

The overall quality of the program was enhanced by the addition of endowed professorships, an increase

in the number of merit scholarships, and the addition of a number of awards to recognize student and

faculty achievement.

A steady increase in faculty salaries resulted in increased quality of the faculty, with more than 70

percent holding doctoral degrees.

Weersing also had to deal with a changing social landscape, including issues that would change the

face of PC's campus forever: co-education, racial integration, and student protests.

By 1965, Clinton Hall opened, with "attractively appointed rooms and other modern conveniences
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necessary to the proper accommodation of young ladies." In 1968, the board of trustees welcomed its first

two female members, Dr. Virginia S. Hardie and Mrs. Dorothy C. Fuqua. At the same time, women were

added to the faculty and administration.

As the South gradually became more integrated, PC trustees signed the Civil Rights Act ofCompliance

in 1965, noting that PC had always aimed to preserve good morals and order consistent with the laws of

the United States. The first full-time African-American student enrolled at Presbyterian College in the

fall of 1969.

In his 1968 report to Synod, Weersing wrote: "the college has not escaped, nor would it, the tensions

of church and society, the nation, and the world in our times. However, the faculty and adult leadership

are committed to Christian concepts, conduct and values."

Weersing 's presidency included the founding of the Student Volunteer Services Program in 1966.

Faculty and students joined together in reaching out to the surrounding community: tutoring children,

aiding in adult literacy education, building churches and homes, and tending to the elderly.

Development during the Weersing administration broadened PC's support and brought additional

academic prestige, a stronger faculty, and an expanded program in Christian higher education.

4tj
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In the background, far behind the hoopla of going fully co-educational in 1965, worked a woman who
helped Presbyterian College make that transition as seamless as possible.

Marion Hill Weersing left a ministry as director ofChristian education at Spartanburg First Presbyterian

Church to serve as the college's dean of women and associate dean of students — just one year prior to

PC's decision to go fully co-educational. A steadying influence on campus, Weersing served as counselor,

mentor, surrogate mother, disciplinarian, and friend from 1964 until 1980.

For her many contributions to PC, Weersing earned an honorary doctorate from the college and, in

2004, was named an honorary alumna by the PC Alumni Association.

4J 7^6s 'TanMetfrn/

A 1924 graduate of Presbyterian College, the late Ross Templeton was a true and loyal Blue Hose to

the end.

A native of nearby Owings, S.C., Templeton emerged as a prominent business leader in Charlotte,

N.C, and in Clinton. A faithful supporter of PC athletics, he established the Ross E. Templeton

Scholarship Fund to provide financial aid to the college's student-athletes.

His most lasting contribution to Blue Hose athletics bears his name— the Ross E. Templeton Physical

Education Center, which was constructed in 1975.

Templeton served two terms as a member of the college's board of trustees.
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Places like Presbyterian College breed character— and characters. They nurture folks who become
fixtures— icons we never quite replace.

When it comes to food service at PC— one name stands above all others.

Vernon Powell.

A former mess sergeant during World War II and an instructor in the Army's food service school,

Powell came to PC in 1947 as director of food services. Though he would be recalled into service during

the Korean War, Powell would serve as food services director until 1960, when he left to operate his own
hotel and restaurant.

In 1977, Powell would return for a second helping of PC— and served the college faithfully until his

retirement in 1999.

The 1981 recipient of the Board of Visitors' Outstanding Service Award, Powell was known not only

for his knack for moving large crowds through a buffet line but also for his signature sense of humor. He
also had an uncanny understanding of what college is really about— serving students.

"You think back and you feel that with some of the young folks you got to know, you might have really

made a contribution," he said. "I had one fellow who talked to me a lot about his life, and he went on to

become a chaplain. One day he said, 'You know, I enjoy talking to you. You have a habit of giving advice

like a fish hook— every time I tug on the line the point is coming straight at me.'"

jraM&s uitfitijtefais

On a beautiful fall day in 1974, after James Thomason spoke a few simple words at the dedication

of the college library that bore his name, the Presbyterian College student body gave him a standing

ovation.

"I didn't have even the smallest chance to get a formal education, which caused hardship for me," he

said. "We hope the students and others will use this library to the fullest extent."

More than 30 years later, Thomason's hopes are very much a reality and the facility is undergoing an

expansion that will make it an even more vital part of the campus.

Thomason was the epitome of the self-made man, owning businesses and selling real estate in Laurens

and Greenville. His greatest investment successes came through the New York Stock Exchange and the

Chicago Board of Trade. He also engaged in tree and cattle farming near Mountville, S.C. He and his

wife, Sarah, a retired English teacher, contributed generously in 1969 toward the cost of the PC library.

In recognition of his contributions to Presbyterian College, a bronze plaque at the entrance to the

library bears the inscription:

"Generous benefactor of higher education, sharing with youth his enthusiasm for learning . . . Laurens

County native, astute business leader ... a gracious man of good will and integrity, faithful to his trust as

churchman, citizen, humanitarian."

Before the new building was opened, the library had shared space with the college administration in

what is now the Smith Administration Building under crowded conditions that were neither attractive

nor conducive to study. The former library also served as a community library because the building was

actually owned by the city of Clinton, having been built with government money in the 1940s.

A new municipal library next to the Clinton City Hall opened in 1973, one year before Jim and

Sarah Thomason cut the ribbon that opened the new college library. The couple also established a trust
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to provide salary supplements for the library staff, to keep the facility in excellent repair and to assure the

purchase of hooks and equipment necessary for the library's operation.

Following the opening of the facility, Thomason provided for the fountain in front of the library as a

tribute to his wife.

A dedication is planned for 2006 for the new wing that will house an expanded archive and special

collections area, media center, and periodicals area.

Future plans include renovations to the existing building.
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A standout member of the Blue Hose basketball teams of the early to mid-1970s, Marion "Dooley"

Miller still shares the school's single-season record for most consecutive free throws (36) and was the

team's co-captain during his senior year.

But Miller's contributions to his alma mater extend far beyond his on-court prowess.

A teacher, coach, and school administrator, Miller also lends his considerable talents to secure PC's

future. He provided key leadership during the formation of the college's African American Alumni

Association and is serving as the first chair of the association. Miller also has been an active participant

in PC's "Promise and the Challenge" capital campaign.
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Most leaders in business and industry can point to one key individual who made an important

difference in their lives— a mentor who blended demanding standards and personal attention to deliver

business lessons as well as life lessons.

A generation of PC alumni— leaders not only in business and industry but also in their communities

— simply single out Fred Chapman.

Chapman impacted the lives of countless students as Presbyterian College's academic dean and

professor of economics and business administration. His gruff demeanor, candor, and biting cynicism

belied his sympathetic concern and devotion to students, many of whom count Chapman as a warm,

personal friend to this day.

Those friendships, like high marks in Chapman's classes, were earned.

"I enjoy working with students," Chapman said in 1989. "There's so much diversity. Some you have

to pat on the back, some of them you just raise cain with, and some of them you just encourage along."

A professor with an exacting sense of excellence, Chapman realized that excellent preparation would

not only prepare his students for their professional lives, but that those students would be the benchmark
by which the department was known. His standards — and the outstanding leaders who emerged from

his classroom — earned Presbyterian College the respect of businesses, industries, and graduate schools

across the Southeast.

A native of Belton, S.C., Chapman arrived at Presbyterian College in 1964 after earning his

undergraduate and master's degrees from Clemson University, and his Ph.D. from the University of

Florida.

He retired in 1994 as PC's first Robert M. Vance Professor of Economics and Business

Administration.
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"I'm interested in students achieving their potential," he said. "The student I get a kick out of is the
one who has the ability to make a 2.0 grade-point average and does 2.5 work. That's the kid I enjoy seeing
walk across the stage on graduation day."

Chapman accepted the college's Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award in 1980. PC honored him in

2003 with the honorary doctor of humane letters degree.
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It's often been said that the histories of Clinton's Bailey family and of Presbyterian College are
intertwined. Thankfully, that relationship continues to grow and flourish into the 21 st Century.

The late civic leader Robert Vance, a Clinton banker and textile executive, followed in his family's

long footsteps in support of PC. He served two terms— from 1956-67 and from 1978-82 — as chairman
of the college's board of trustees, including its period of racial integration in 1965.

Vance stepped down as a trustee in 1993 but his support of the college remained steadfast until his

death in 2002. Through the family's philanthropic entity — the Bailey Foundation — PC was able to
complete construction of its new Bailey Memorial Stadium. The foundation also established the Robert
M. Vance Chair of Economics and Business Administration and the Robert M. Vance Lecture Series in

Business Ethics.

Last year, Vance's widow, Virginia Vance, made a $1 million gift from her husband's estate to establish

the Mary Ellen Bailey Vance and Toccoa Mars Bailey Visual Arts Facility and Operating Endowment
Fund in support of new visual arts facilities.
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Giving up a more glamorous career in journalism to write instead about his beloved alma mater, Ben
Hay Hammet's storied career was devoted to PC and its alumni for a half-century.

A 1943 graduate of the college, Hammet served in World War II before earning a second degree from
the University of Missouri School of Journalism. From there, he launched into a brief two-year career in

the print media — as a reporter and feature writer and Alabama bureau chief with International News
Service,

But PC beckoned when president Marshall Brown called on Hammet to become director of alumni
and public relations— a post he would hold for 50 years.

He developed both — including publications and the alumni fund — into an integrated program
that achieved national attention. In 1966, Hammet received the Board of Visitors Distinguished Service
Award. He earned the Alumni Gold P Award in 1971. One of his most lasting legacies is a 100-year
history of the college — The Spirit of PC— that remains a favorite of the PC family.
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Discuss Blue Hose athletics and there is a strong possibility that the name Cally Gault will quickly

become a part of the conversation. To generations of PC alumni and fans, Gault is the living, breathing

embodiment of the PC Spirit.

Gault lettered in football, baseball, and basketball before graduating from PC in 1948. During a

10-year stint as head football coach at North Augusta High School, he had an 88-14-7 record, while

compiling a 42-game win streak over a four-year span. His winning percentage is still the best winning

percentage (.839) of all South Carolina high school coaches coaching for ten or more seasons.

After coaching North Augusta to state titles in 1958 and 1961, Gault came to PC as head football

coach, a position he held for the next 22 years on the way to becoming one of South Carolina's most

beloved sports personalities.

Gault compiled a 128-1 00-8 record at PC, was named the South Carolina Coach of the Year five times

(1964, 1966, 1968, 1972, and 1979), and Carolinas Conference and South Atlantic Conference Coach of

the Year five times (1969, 1970, 1977, 1979, 1984). His teams won two conference championships and

advanced to the NAIA playoffs in 1979. That team was ranked first nationally in NAIA at the end of the

regular season.

He still paces the sidelines as a coach of the east team in the annual Cactus Bowl, an all-star game

featuring NCAA Division II players.

Gault made lasting administrative contributions as PC's director of athletics. Most notably, the Blue

Hose athletic department made the transition from NAIA to NCAA Division II under his direction.

PC honored Gault in 2000 with the honorary doctor of public service degree for "changing the lives

of countless young people with his commitment to sportsmanship, integrity, and personal responsibility."

J J ZW- S&0CK/

Any coach knows that one play — one decision, good or bad — can make a difference in a game.

Because coaches often compare athletic contests to life, it would make sense that personal decisions

— both good and bad — also make important differences in the lives of others.

Bob Strock has made many decisions during his life and his career as a coach. Fortunately for

Presbyterian College, its students, and athletes, his decisions led him to Clinton, South Carolina. The
Blue Hose fit Strock perfectly and PC is all the better for it.

A graduate of Hamlet High School in North Carolina, Strock chose to attend Erskine College.

Ironically, when Erskine dropped football following his freshman year, Strock spent a week at PC football

practice before deciding to return to Due West to finish his education. It was a tipped pass— a near miss

for PC.

But football and coaching was in Strock's blood. After serving as an assistant football coach at

Walterboro High School, another decision brought him close to PC once more. He returned to Clinton

as a member of the Clinton High School coaching staff, leading the Red Devils to two state baseball

championships. However, given the opportunity to return to Walterboro as head coach and athletic

director in 1961, Strock returned to the lowcountry.

Seven years later, however, big plays in football and life converged.
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In 1968, Strock coached the South team to victory in the North-South All-Star Football Game as

his stubborn defense turned in key interceptions. He not only impressed the North squad, he impressed
a college football coach named Cally Gault. In 1969, Strock came to PC as assistant football coach and
head track coach.

The rest is history that continues to be written.

Strock'sl8 seasons on the Blue Hose sidelines were among the most successful in program history in
winning percentage, but his success can also be measured in the quality of the individuals who donned
helmets and shoulder pads. His goal as a coach and as a teacher was to make PC students not only better
athletes, but also better people.

Named chairman of the physical education department in 1975 — a post he held until his retirement
in 1997 — Strock still graces the Blue Hose sideline as honorary field coach.

The Presbyterian College Alumni Association honored him in 2001 with its Honorary Alumnus
Award.

N(HMs (&b Utidauas Carter

Nolon and Eugenia Carter could probably demonstrate a great deal about chemistry. As a

chemistry professor and earth science instructor, respectively, the husband and wife team literally wrote
the book on basic laboratory chemistry used by Presbyterian College students.

They made joint presentations at science seminars and wrote articles for science journals. In 1987, for

instance, they co-wrote an editorial in the Journal of Chemical Education, entitled "Congratulations, You
Have Just Destroyed Yourself or How to Fail in Chemistry Without Really Trying."

But there was a more obvious chemistry between the two and their students. Both were dedicated
educators devoted to giving their best in the classroom. Eugenia would be known for versatility— teaching
chemistry, physics, and geology. Nolon Carter was a model for research who, in addition to searching for

scientific truth, was an innovator in the classroom — using new techniques and new technology and
also serving as a producer of films on lab techniques distributed by the Advisory Council on College
Chemistry.

Nolon Carter received the Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award in 1973 and shared with his wife
the Board of Visitors Outstanding Service Award in 1986.
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For nearly two decades, Presbyterian College's 15 th president was a fixture in the corner office of Smith

Administration Building — and he will long be remembered for creating an environment for record

growth.

Dr. Kenneth B. Orr came to PC in 1979 from his presidency at the Presbyterian School of Christian

Education in Richmond, Va. He inherited a quality school with an enrollment of approximately 925 and

an endowment of nearly $7 million.

In the spring of 1997, as he presided over his final commencement exercises, Orr would say, "I'd

like to be remembered as a president who was ambitious for the college and willing to be focused on

achievements for the benefit of leaving the college in a stronger position."

On that he succeeded. Enrollment grew. The college's endowment achieved record heights. New
dorms, new academic, athletic, and performing arts facilities were constructed. And Ken Orr left the

college, just as he hoped, with the "fires burning for the next administration."

Orr's leadership extended off campus as well. He served as a member of the board of directors of the

National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, as president of the S.C. Independent

Colleges and Universities, and as chairman of the South Atlantic Conference Council of Presidents, and

the S.C. Tuitions Grant Commission.

Orr earned honorary degrees from both PC and Carroll College in Wisconsin and, in 1997, accepted

the Order of the Palmetto, South Carolina's highest civilian honor. Most recently, in 1999, he was

inducted into the SAC Hall of Fame.

63 Frank /utrrutJiOiV

The late Frank Harrington left gigantic footprints on the landscape of his alma mater — and his

legacy will be felt long after his death.

A 1957 PC graduate, Harrington was a titan in the Presbyterian Church USA as senior pastor of the

1 1,000-member Peachtree Presbyterian Church in Atlanta, Ga.

Harrington began serving on the college's board of trustees in 1978, taking over as chairman in 1982

— a position he would hold until his death in 1999.

Harrington's contributions are clear. As trustee chairman, he was instrumental in guiding PC through

a long period of unprecedented growth and stability. He encouraged like-minded Presbyterians to take an

active role in supporting the college, including his own church, which made a substantial gift to construct

a new academic facility— the Harrington-Peachtree Presbyterian Academic Center.

PC and Harrington's second alma mater, Columbia Theological Seminary, joined forces with Peachtree

Presbyterian Church to establish the Harrington Prize in 2000 to further honor his memory. The prestigious

award seeks to identify and recognize persons in the early stages of their careers in Christian ministry who
have demonstrated exemplary preaching, evangelism, and community service and show promise for future

contributions to Christian ministry.
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Pick up a list of prestigious Presbyterian College merit scholarships and one name immediately stands

out.

The Quattlebaum Honor Scholarship Fund has, since its inception in 1981, provided the equivalent

of full tuition, fees, room and board to two meritorious PC students with outstanding academic credentials

and leadership potential.

The scholarship competition draws to campus academically gifted students from across the South.

Historically, a minimum overall SAT score of 1350 (or ACT composite score of 31) and a recalculated

3.75 minimum grade point average in college preparatory subjects are required for consideration.

A $650,000 gift from trustee Alexander McQueen Quattlebaum and Lucille Godfrey Quattlebaum of

Georgetown, S.C., established the scholarship fund to reward academic excellence ad leadership skills.

The Quattlebaums also established the McQueen and Elizabeth Harllee Quattlebaum Scholarship

Fund in 1966 in honor of his parents. That fund was designed for the annual benefit of one male and one
female graduate of Thornwell School.

Alexander McQueen Quattlebaum received degrees from Clemson College and Cornell University.

The founder ofHarllee-Quattlebaum Construction Company of Florence, S.C., and a prominent supporter

of South Carolina educational, religious, historical, and cultural organizations, he died in 1987.

Lucille Quattlebaum maintained an interest in Presbyterian College and the scholarship fund bearing

her family's name until her death in 2003.

JZ*€ BrtWKS

The histories of Presbyterian College and First Presbyterian Church Clinton are intertwined, but

perhaps no one better represents the close ties between the institutions than Joe Brooks.

Called to First Presbyterian Church in 1981, he would serve Presbyterian College as a member of the

board of visitors and the board of trustees over the next 16 years. PC rewarded his service by recognizing

Brooks as an honorary alumnus.

Brooks brought innovation to several church programs, finding ways to incorporate more college

students in activities. In the early 1980s, First Presbyterian embarked on a new ministry to Presbyterian

College students called the College Connection. By 1985, this program involved 86 college students and
45 church families.

[j
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andWhen it comes to support for Presbyterian College, there are many people who sing its praises

those precious souls who take its stewardship to a higher plane.

Wilson and Millie Wearn of Greenville, S.C., definitely are among the latter group.

A member of the college's board of trustees from 1981 to 1994, Wilson Wearn 's tenure included a

stint as the group's vice chairman. In the early 1990s, he took on the task of chairing PC's "Building from
Strength" campaign— raising $38 million for a series of capital projects.

The couple was instrumental in support of the renovation of Springs Campus Center in 1984 and the

renovation of Jacobs Hall in 1987.
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Wilson Wearn was honored in 1994 with an honorary doctor of humanities degree from PC. The

Wearns were honored as distinguished members of the William Plumer Jacobs Society in appreciation of

"distinguished service and exceptional generosity."

/itui AAmv/iuZ

A stalwart member of PC's English department for 22 years, Ann Moorefield brought to her role as a

teacher the heart of a trailblazer.

Dr. David Gillespie, who retired this year as vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculty,

said prior to her 2000 retirement, "The old saying 'if you seek monuments, just look around,' applies very

particularly to Ann Moorefield. She was an empathetic pioneer in assisting learning disabled students at

a time when such concern was not mandated federal policy."

Moorefield has been praised for shaping PC's freshman English program and the women's study

program, which now is offered as a minor. The interdisciplinary program examines the roles of women in

a diverse world through literature, art, and social science.

A/ldty Hauy (&b <{& Sĉcttissurt £
Mary Henry Edmunds and de Saussure Davis Edmunds '25 shared the quintessential love story and

were gracious enough to include Presbyterian College in it.

Mr. Edmunds' father, Dr. Samuel Henry Edmunds, served as a college trustee and sent four sons to

Presbyterian College. The third son, de Saussure — "Des" to his friends — was a popular student who
excelled in all of his activities. He caught the eye of a local girl whom he wed in 1927, two years after

graduating from PC.

His 44-year career with the Equitable Life Assurance Society eventually took them to New York

where their love of the arts flourished. But they did not forget Clinton and Presbyterian College. The
couple served as members of the board of visitors for two terms and Mr. Edmunds was a member of the

board of trustees from 1965 to 1976.

Des Edmunds died in 1985, but not before he expressed a wish to his bride.

"When his days dwindled down to a very special few, we would have long talks about what we wanted

to do for Presbyterian College," Mary Edmunds recalled in 1990. "His wish was for his beloved alma mater

to have a recital hall. And so his wish became my impossible dream."

But dreams do come true in love stories.

Mrs. Edmunds spent long hours with college officials to create a fitting tribute to her husband. The
result, Edmunds Hall, was christened on Sept. 27, 1990, by Metropolitan Opera standout Roberta Peters

"It couldn't have pleased me more," she said of the evening. "Every 'i' was dotted, every 't' crossed.

I wouldn't change anything."

The couple memorialized Mr. Edmunds' father by establishing The Edmunds Fine Arts Series to

underwrite annual programs such as art exhibits, theatrical productions, concerts, and lectures.

In 2003, their estates established the Mary Henry and de Saussure Davis Edmunds Chair of English

that is currently held by Dr. Harold Dean Thompson, Jr.
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Presbyterian College students annually earn prestigious scholarships based on their outstanding
academic work and extracurricular activities.

Some, such as Suzanne Corley '90, particularly stand out.

During the 1989-90 academic year, Corley became the first PC student in more than 60 years to earn
a Rhodes Scholarship — the last coming in 1927 when a future professor named Joseph Morgan Stokes
was honored.

Corley, who majored in French, Spanish, and religion, used her scholarship to study philosophy and
French studies at Oxford in England.

Her achievement was recalled in a 1990 story in the Presbyterian College Report:

"From the day she first went outside to play softball with her older brothers's friends on a Bristol,

Va., playground Suzanne Corley has never backed down, never given in, never given up. She traveled
throughout Europe alone the summer following her graduation from high school and never missed a
connection. She arrived at an orphanage in Brazil a couple of years later unable to speak a word of
Portuguese but was fluent by the end of the summer. She entered the Rhodes Scholarship competition
as one of 1,024 top students in America but emerged as one of the 32 recipients of the two-year graduate
study at Oxford University...."

Corley has resided since 1991 in New Orleans.

7H3 cJL£(&
Caldwell and Elizabeth Harper were praised for the work they did to help redevelop downtown

Greenville, S.C. Although they received much less publicity, they did the same for Presbyterian College
for more than two decades.

Mr. Harper served as a member of the PC Board of Trustees from 1982 until 1988 and was named a
trustee emeritus in 1996. His gifts to the college made possible the Harper Theater and the Elizabeth
Stone Harper Gallery. When it opened in 1992, the Harper Center for the Arts became home to the
departments of visual and theater arts and the facility helped to transform the East Plaza.

At the facility's dedication, Harper praised PC as "a great institution fortunately located in a delightful
community."

The gift that made the Harper Center a reality also lifted PC past its $30 million goal in the Building
From Strength capital campaign. Mr. Harper accepted an honorary doctor of commercial science degree
from PC at the 1992 Commencement ceremony.

"Caldwell Harper never had the opportunity to attend college. However, PC was his institution," PC
president John Griffith said. "He was very proud of his honorary degree and wore a PC ring with great
pride."

The president of Harper Brothers, Inc., an office supply business he ran with two of his older brothers,
Mr. Harper helped turn downtown Greenville into a vibrant shopping district and nightspot through his
land donations. He was instrumental in bringing the Hyatt Regency hotel to downtown in the late 1970s— the project that began the city's renaissance.

His relationship with PC began during the Great Depression, just as he was starting out as a salesman.
At a time when customers were hard to come by, PC continued to purchase supplies from him.

He never forgot that loyalty.
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A plaque behind Carl Arnold's desk simply and succinctly stated the philosophy he shared with his

economics and business administration classes for 22 years: There's no such thing as a free lunch.

Arnold's work ethic — as predictable as the white shirt, khaki pants, and clip-on tie he wore as his

standard uniform — was predicated on that belief and he held his students to the same high standards.

His tests induced sweat beads on students' brows for 22 years, but those same students reaped the benefits

of Arnold's challenging classes.

"When I came here in the fall of 1969, I received two evaluations from students. One said I was the

greatest thing since sliced hread. The other said, in effect, that in 19 years on this earth he had never met

a bigger SOB and proceeded to tell me why he felt that way," Arnold recalled. "Those were two students

who received the exact same treatment but had diametrically opposed points of view. Ironically, the

person who put me down finished with the higher grade and is now a successful lawyer."

Arnold's expectations were high — perhaps exceeded only by his desire to see his students succeed.

His office door was always open and he was prepared to serve as a tutor, a confidant, or a mentor.

"He is uncompromising in his standards and in the amount of time and attention he gives every

student who wants it," Dr. Dean Thompson said after auditing Arnold's investment analysis class in 1990.

"If you come out of one of Carl's classes unaffected then you're either dead or brain dead. He's got the

gruffness of Bear Bryant and the sentimentality of Mr. Chips."

Arnold was honored in 1974 with the Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award and was named a

Charles A. Dana Professor in 1978. He was recognized by the PC Board of Visitors for outstanding service

to the college. Upon his retirement in 1991, Arnold received the title emeritus professor of economics

and business administration by the PC Board of Trustees.

It was a tribute in the 1980 PaC SaC dedicated to Arnold that captured the very essence of the

man:

"A friendly smile and a no-nonsense attitude about learning, a teasing manner and a 22-page exam,

an open office door and concern for students all endear this man to us."

1
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When a gentleman may also be described as a gentle man, there is a good chance that he is a beloved

member ot his community.

So it was for Dr. Kenneth Creel, who served for 22 years as professor of secondary education at

Presbyterian College. A generation of PC education majors felt the significant loss when Creel— still in

his teaching prime— died in 1992.

Remembered as a warm and caring man who greeted nearly anyone who crossed his path, Creel also

was sincere in his role as an educator.

"I saw him work with student teachers and cooperating secondary teachers in a way that encouraged

and nurtured," recalled Creel's former PC colleague William Holland. "When he made his visits to the

high school to check on his student teachers, he never incited fear or anxiety in them. Always, the

interns were happy to see him come by. This demonstrated the great respect and admiration that his

students had for him."

A South Carolina native, Creel served as an instructor at Air Force bases in Texas and California

before returning to the Palmetto State to teach in the public school systems of Georgetown, Hemingway,
and Johnsonville, where he also served as principal. It was this practical experience that made his insights
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for future teachers so valuable.

He joined the PC faculty in 1970 after receiving his Ph.D. in educational foundations from the

University of South Carolina and became a full professor in 1979. In addition to serving as department
chair for many years, he was acting dean of the faculty in 1985 while a search committee considered the

appointment of a new vice president for academic affairs.

"He had such a good sense of humor," said Dr. Robert Hill, Creel's colleague in the education

department for 19 years. "He also had an understanding of who people were and where they were coming
from that was truly remarkable. He could relate to people on many different levels and was really gifted

in his insights about people."

7|] Te/B,r(H£J?Ls

As Presbyterian College prepared to bolster its endowment through the $30 million Building from

Strength capital campaign in the 1980s, it sought a motivated, personable, and organized professional to

quarterback the financial development team.

PC landed an all-star in Ted Brown, who served PC for 12 years as vice president for college

advancement.

Brown came to Clinton in 1985 from Danville, Ky., where he was director of development at Centre

College. He immediately began planning the strategies to manage the campaign—including organizing

722 campaign volunteers who would make an estimated 10,270 appeals during the campaign. The 11-

person development staff made 730 out-of-town trips and conducted 460 campaign meetings.

When the dust settled in 1992, the Building from Strength campaign had surpassed its goal by $8.5

million.

"What he has done in developing the plan, in conceptualizing how the plan would unfold, in getting

it in clear, definable terms so that it could be appreciated, in putting together the proposals to foundations,

in understanding the roles to be played by those individuals in volunteer positions— that's a real gift that

he brought to the campaign," said Dr. Ken Orr, president during the campaign.

The Clinton and Laurens County communities also were beneficiaries of Brown's talents.

He was a zealous volunteer for various community groups as well as several statewide and regional

boards such as the Laurens County United Way, Laurens County Literacy Council, Laurens County
Health Care Trust, and the Clinton Family YMCA. In 1991, he was honored as the South Carolina

Literacy Volunteer of the Year. He chaired the board of the Laurens County Education Enrichment

Fund and served as an officer on the board of the 10-state southeastern district of the Council for the

Advancement and Support of Education.

Brown's success did not go unnoticed.

In 1997, he accepted the presidency at Martin Methodist College in Pulaski, Tenn., where he

continues to serve.

// Afea£Pra£er

Those who take special notice of the mace carried by a distinguished member of the Presbyterian

College faculty leading the processions at opening convocation every fall and at commencement each

spring may be surprised to learn that it was designed by Dana Professor Emeritus of English Neal Prater

and his wife, Marion.
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All trivia aside, however, Prater's contributions to PC go far beyond creation of a ceremonial icon.

Prater joined the college's faculty in 1960 and was a longtime chairman of the English department

known as a "go to" guy to represent the faculty. He was a scholar who traveled extensively to places where

great literature and great authors were born and lived and breathed so that he might give his students a

real feel for their words.

He was the department's expert on Shakespeare, which was taught to upperclassmen— but a professor

who continued to teach freshmen. One of his students — John Thomas — said he remembers well a

speech about Helen of Troy that Prater gave to new students.

"I remember wondering what they were talking about," Thomas said. "When it finally came . . . how

exciting that class was! It is a shame that Dr. Prater has retired and can no longer give that speech to

underclassmen. Though I came to PC with a love of literature, it was Dr. Prater who solidified that love

for me. He was so very impassioned about his job that it was infectious.

"He was a difficult professor; you couldn't skate by in his class. I am a writer today in no small part

because of Dr. Prater's enthusiasm as a teacher."

A member of the Blue Key National Honor Fraternity, Prater earned praise for his contributions to

PC. The 1965 PaC SaC was dedicated to him, as was the Neal and Marion Prater Book Fund in 1996. In

1968, he earned the Board of Visitors Distinguished Service Award and, in 1969, he earned the Alumni

Association's Distinguished Teaching Award.

78
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Author, educator, mentor, and servant — Jack Presseau made it his life's calling to see to it that

Presbyterian College lived up to its motto, dum vivimus servimus.

Presseau will forever be known in college annals as the man who literally wrote the book on Student

Volunteer Services, which began nearly 40 years ago with a group of students working with young people

in a local church.

The Cornelson Professor Emeritus of Christian Religion joined the PC faculty in 1965 and founded

not only SVS but also helped develop PC's missionary-in-residence program, on-campus counseling, and

the annual Winter Conference — in addition to serving as a full-time member of the faculty.

The author of numerous books and articles, including I'm Saved, You're Saved— Maybe and While We
Live, We Serve: The Student Volunteer Service Movement of Presbyterian College, Presseau was equally well-

known as a Christian educator.

A year after retiring in 1998, Presseau was awarded the Life Achievement Award by the Association

of Presbyterian Church Educators for having "taught, trained, prepared, and nurtured over 180 of God's

children to serve Christ's church in Christian education ministry."

The 1969 edition of the PaC SaC was dedicated to Presseau as someone "who aids in our quest of

knowledge, to one who seeks to understand, to one who is aware of our needs, to one who is patient, to

one who cares, to one who gives unselfishly of himself, to one who exemplifies the Christian life."

fj Crutrus (3itimes

Music has long been heard on campus at Presbyterian College— much of it dominated in the late 20th

century by one of the college's most influential professors.

Charles Gaines, the Dana Professor Emeritus of Music, joined the college's faculty in 1965 at a time of

great change at PC — just as full co-education was being implemented and as the college was expanding
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its tine arts program into becoming a department of its own.

The longtime chair of the fine arts department, Gaines would bring his expertise as a pianist, organist,

and choirmaster into full fruition as a classroom teacher and private instructor. As director of the PC
Choir, he broadened the college's reputation by taking the group on the road to perform throughout the

eastern United States and Europe. As master of the hall of the colorful Madrigal Singers, Gaines also

combined theater and music to create a decades-long community tradition that brought the "merrie olde

England" dinner-concerts to Clinton.

Certified in 1993 as a master teacher of piano and organ by the Music Teachers National Association,

Gaines also served as a president of the S.C. Music Teacher's Association and was named Citizen of the

Year by the Clinton Lions Club in 1992.

In addition to the Madrigal Dinners, Gaines also pierced the PC bubble as the founder and director

of the Laurens County Chorale. An article about him in The Clinton Chronicle said that Gaines, "almost

more than anyone else, is responsible for bring music to Laurens County."

This fall, as a guest conductor for the combined performance of the current and alumni PC Choirs, he

proved that he is still capable of making beautiful music at PC.

a^Lm.0rrt6

Allen Morris is remembered as one of Presbyterian College's top tennis players following a career that

included a spot as an alternate on the United States Davis Cup teams from 1954-56, as well as a 14th-

place world ranking and quarterfinalist finish at Wimbledon. He later won open singles championships in

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and New York, and won the United States Senior Clay Court

Championships in 1977 and 1978 when he was ranked second in the nation and ninth in the world in

senior men's singles.

He was a successful coach at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, guiding the Tar Heels to

two Atlantic Coast Conference championships, earning ACC Coach of the Year honors three times, and

once being named as the ITA/Wilson South Atlantic Region Coach of the Year.

Presbyterian College honored him with the Bob Waters Award, presented to a PC alumnus in

recognition of a distinguished coaching career. He has been inducted into too many halls of fame to be

counted on one hand.

However, Morris may be best remembered for his administrative contributions to his alma mater.

In 1993, Morris had the unenviable task of replacing long-time director of athletics Cally Gault. Not

only did he have to instill his own clear sense of direction and leadership, but he also recognized that the

Blue Hose program was entering its first year of competition in NCAA Division II.

As the department moved to the next level, so did the administrative management.

"His leadership is characterized by clarity of purpose, fairness, and determination to serve all students

with quality programming. His understanding of institutional finances, planning, and personnel

management has brought an impressive level of professionalism to the oversight of athletics at PC," PC
president John Griffith said.

The Blue Hose also responded on the fields and courts during his tenure, winning two South Atlantic

Conference Athletic Excellence Awards, presented annually to the conference's top overall athletic

program. Morris oversaw a coaching staff that compiled 26 South Atlantic Conference Championships,

23 berths in NCAA Division II national tournament play, and 17 SAC Coach of the Year Awards.

The Blue Hose athletics program also enjoyed unprecedented growth under his leadership.
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"Allen took a special interest in women's athletics and worked to strengthen programming, staffing and

funding in this area. He led the planning for new soccer and football stadiums, oversaw the development

of a new complex for women's softball, and made critical decisions that resulted in a rejuvenation of PC's

football legacy," Griffith said. "His vision and sense of what fits in the PC context assured that highly

successful athletics were always in proper relationship to academics."

[|]
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If all the world really is a stage, there is a good chance that Dale Rains is still the director.

When he retired in 2001, Rains was described quite honestly by vice president for academic affairs

Dave Gillespie as "Mr. Public Speaking and Mr. Theater at PC." From "Harvey" to "The Crucible," Raines

directed countless stage productions during his 34-year career at PC.

The Louisiana native arrived in Clinton in 1967. He was promoted to full professor of speech and

drama in 1987 and served as chair of the department of visual and theater art. He has served as president

and as a member of the board of directors of the South Carolina Theater Association.

The Pi Kappa Phi National Fraternity honored Raines in 1985 with its Chapter Advisor of the Year

award.

"1 truly consider Dr. Raines to be a renaissance person in fine arts," Gillespie said. "It is remarkable

that one person could operate so effectively in all the years he was here."

02 Bennett IBrcHoiv

The late Bennett Brown '50 worked his way to the top of the banking industry during a 37-year career,

but he never forgot his alma mater or the students who would follow his path at Presbyterian College.

Brown, who retired as chairman of the board of NationsBank, provided dedicated service to PC as

a trustee from 1977 through 1986. He resumed his service on the board in 1991. He and his family

established the Bennett A. Brown Family Scholarship Fund in 1988 "for students with financial need who
may have average academic records but who have demonstrated a desire to achieve and serve others."

A $400,000 gift in 1994 from corporate and private donors established the Bennett A. Brown
Conference Suite in the Harrington-Peachtree Presbyterian Academic Center. Occupying more than half

of the entry level of the academic center, the suite includes an amphitheater, two conference/classrooms,

and a large reception area.

Included in the gift for the suite was a $250,000 gift from Brown's family. His wife, Mary Alice Brown,

said she and the couple's four children sought to recognize Bennett Brown's love for Presbyterian College

with a timely gift to assist the college's plans for expansion.

Presbyterian College presented its highest alumni honor— the Alumni Gold P Award— to Brown in

1976 in recognition of outstanding accomplishments in his profession. In 1988 he accepted an honorary

doctor of humanities degree from the college.
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One of the highest honors a college or university professor can receive — the prestigious Fulbright

grant— rarely comes more than once to the same educator.

The fact that Rachel Stewart earned three Fulbright awards during her tenure at Presbyterian College
speaks volumes about her skill as a professor of English.

With her animated and energetic teaching style, Stewart quickly earned a reputation as an outstanding
lecturer upon joining the PC faculty in 1973.

She received the 1981 Board of Visitors Outstanding Service Award and the 1983 Alumni
Distinguished Teaching Award. Stewart was promoted to full professor of English in 1986, and the
following year became the first PC faculty member to receive a prestigious Fulbright award. She lectured

at Abo Akademi University in Finland in 1988.

Stewart received two additional Fulbright grants to teach at the University of Tromso in Norway
before she retired in 2001.

In addition to serving as chair of the college's faculty development committee and publications

committee, Stewart served many professional organizations and committees including the Harvard Club
of South Carolina as vice president and president, and the South Carolina Committee on Composition.

"Dr. Stewart is one of the most superb teachers and scholars that I have had the privilege to know in

my 22 years here at PC," said Dave Gillespie, PC's former vice president for academic affairs. "She was a

consummate dramatist in class. Her students would sit in awe. She was an absolutely superb teacher."
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After graduating with a degree in science from Furman University, Randy Huff went on to earn his

masters and doctorate degrees from Clemson University. As a graduate student, he would get his first taste

of teaching at both schools.

Only about a year into a job as a chemist at the DuPont plant in Camden, S.C., Huff would get his

second chance at a teaching position— one that he would never surrender.

Quite simply, Huff once said, industrial chemistry just wasn't for him.

"I tried it and enjoyed it, but I decided I liked teaching better," he said.

Huff never let go of opportunities to do research. He conducted research with the U.S. Air Force

health laboratories in Texas and at the University of Thessaloniki in Greece — work that led to the

development of new compounds and national attention.

In 1982, Huff was named the college's first Gallant Professor of Chemistry and, in 1989, he was
honored with the Distinguished Service Award for Teaching by the PC Board of Visitors.

85 arics C&Ker
Charles Coker, the Marshall W. Brown Professor Emeritus of History, retired in 1999 as one of

Presbyterian College's legendary lecturers— a giant among giants, if you will.

After joining the college faculty in 1967, Coker definitely entered retirement at the head of his game.
A specialist in European history, he first earned accolades on campus in 1977 as the recipient of the

Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award, which cited his "skill as a classroom teacher, reflecting both his

scholarship and his concern for the individual student."

Coker was honored as PC's Professor of the Year and also accepted the PC Board of Visitors Award for

distinguished teaching.
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PC's music program, always among the best in the South, gained national prominence in 1999 when

Dorothy C. Fuqua presented Presbyterian College with a gift of $2 million to support the growth and

development of the department of music at PC.

After an exhaustive study, the entire bequest was invested in an endowment to support a music

scholarship competition that was first held in 2000. PC graduated those first scholarship recipients in

2004 and 10 student musicians currently receive scholarship funds from the Fuqua Endowment. It also

laid the foundation for the college's new major in sacred music.

Fuqua has long been a special friend to Presbyterian College, serving as a member of the PC Board of

Trustees from 1968-71 and establishing her first scholarship fund in the mid 1990s. The college honored

her in 2000 with an honorary doctor of music degree, describing her as "a visionary civic servant, gracious

philanthropist, and dedicated Christian who embraces life's beauty and melody." She accepted the

William Plumer Jacobs Society Distinguished Member Award in 2002.

The wife of J.B. Fuqua of Atlanta, a renowned entrepreneur and philanthropist, Dorothy Fuqua's

volunteer contributions are reflected in the Therapy Gardens at Skyland Trail Health and Education

Center, the Dorothy Fuqua Conservatory, the Fuqua Orchid Center at the Atlanta Botanical Garden,

and the Fuqua Heart Center at Piedmont Hospital. Her particular areas of interest are health care,

horticulture and education.

Her love of music began as a young girl in Davisboro, Ga., where she listened to her grandfather sing

in the church choir and inherited her mother's talents at the piano. She has, over her adult life, grown to

appreciate the special inspiration of sacred music celebrating God's glory and majesty.

I? Dottle ~Brtui4jt

The lasting legacy of Dottie Brandt extends far beyond the classrooms in which she taught at

Presbyterian College. As a teacher of teachers, it flowers in every school where her proteges teach.

Brandt joined the PC faculty in 1967 in order to build an elementary education program— a task she

accepted and accomplished with great verve and professional acumen.

A former chair of the education department and now the Dana Professor Emeritus of Education,

Brandt took teaching seriously at every level and in all places.

A role model for teachers in her own right, Brandt was named to the 1971 edition of Outstanding

Educators of America and, in 1973 was presented with the PC Board of Visitors' Outstanding Service

Award. In 1987, she earned the Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award and became the namesake of the

Dottie Brandt Scholarship Fund established by PC alumni Brenda and Tommy Parrish in 1997.

Brandt also served the community as a member of the Laurens County Literacy Council and as vice

chairman of the board of trustees for her alma mater, Newberry College.

a/

Many Presbyterian College alumni annually circle the date of the college's homecoming weekend and

make plans to reunite on campus with friends and classmates.

Butch Woodward '60 has enjoyed more homecomings than most — not only because he awaits the

fall weekend but also because he regularly returns to campus to assist his alma mater.
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His retirement as a senior vice president with Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith in Baltimore
coincided with Tom Stallworth's retirement as director of alumni relations at PC. So Woodward and his

wife, Brenda, moved to Clinton and Butch assumed leadership of the alumni program.

When he left that post, Woodward enjoyed a brief respite before joining the college's board of trustees

in 2001 as an alumni representative. He served on the financial development and the buildings and
grounds committees and concluded his service to the board in 2005.

Woodward's concern for the well being of his alma mater is reflected in the $100,000 Whitaker-
Woodward Challenge created with his fellow trustee, Dr. Tom Whitaker '66, with the aim of increasing

alumni participation in the PC Fund.

In addition to his service to the PC Alumni Board and the PC Board of Visitors (for which he served
as co-chair), Woodward exemplifies the college's motto — dum vivimus servimus — while we live, we
serve. He is a past chair of the Laurens County United Way board and served on the boards of Habitat
for Humanity and the Joe R. Adair Outdoor Education Foundation.

Hr/tfs£ (Kb Frances /in

When discussing contributions to Presbyterian College, it is nearly impossible to mention Ernest

Arnold '36 without including his wife, Frances— and vice-versa.

So close is the couple that it is rare to see one on campus without the other. They like it that way. So
does the college.

Ernest Arnold's career in the communications field — he served for 16 years as president of the

Protestant Radio and Television Center — would have a major impact on the academic program at

Presbyterian College. The college honored him in 1958 with an honorary doctor of divinity degree.

The couple served on the college's board of visitors while acting as two-thirds of the board of the Russell

Charitable Trust, which had been a major source of funding for the Protestant Radio and Television Center.

The trust made a $500,000 gift to PC in 1986 to underwrite a program to help graduates cope with the

challenges of modern communications through programs, interdisciplinary courses, and extracurricular

activities.

The Russell Project — later to be renamed the Russell Program following additional gifts— and the

college's annual Arnold Symposium were born.

The program has brought to campus such media luminaries as Bill Moyers and Edwin Newman to

discuss media topics. The program funds subscriptions to newspapers that are used in class discussions.

It has grown to include a media learning center, interdisciplinary courses, student internships, student

media, and faculty development.

The new millennium brought a new gift from the Arnolds — the Jackson-Arnold Collection, an
astounding archive of historic artifacts, manuscripts, and books dating back to the American Civil War
era and focusing primarily on the life and career of Confederate Gen. Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson and
subsequent generations of his extended family.

It will be among the James Thomason Library's special collections to be housed in the library's new
wing.

Ernest and Frances Arnold were honored in 2002 as Presbyterian College Laureates for their

contributions to campus and their concern for the education of PC students.
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When Presbyterian College and First Presbyterian Church of Clinton established an award in 1999 to

honor the late Martha Anne Green '69, one criterion easily emerged to define the award: service.

That word, so prevalent in Presbyterian College's motto, reflected the life of its beloved alumna and

former counselor, associate dean of students, and director of career planning and placement.

Quite fittingly, Green was the first recipient of the honor that bears her name — the Martha Anne

Green Service to Church and College Award. It is awarded annually to recognize those who aspire to

serve both institutions with Green's devotion and fervor.

When the award was announced at a reception in her honor, it was a surprise to no one that Green

responded with grace and humility. She also recognized that it would be a part of her legacy.

"I love my church, my college, and my community so dearly and the desire to serve them has always

been central in my life," she wrote to the PC community following the event. "To have a service award

named for me which will recognize other people for their service fills my heart with tremendous pride and

helps me feel that in some small way I may have contributed to the future."

A native of Whitmire, S.C., Green earned her master's degree in education from Clemson University.

She served as an educational therapist with the Vince Moseley Diagnostic and Evaluation Clinic in

Charleston, S.C., before returning to Clinton for a two-year stint as a counselor at the Presbyterian Career

and Personal C Counseling Center located on the PC campus.

That center, operated by the Synod of South Atlantic, allowed Green to spend half of her time

counseling PC students.

In the spring of 1980, she was selected to replace Marion Hill as associate dean of students for women
— a position that quickly earned her the moniker "Dean Green" and the reputation as an energetic,

friendly, and caring administrator who would not hesitate to position herself as an advocate for students.

She embraced the opportunity to improve the social environment for PC's female students, serving as

the advisor to Women's Council. As the push to bring sororities to campus grew, students found a staunch

supporter in Green.

As Green shifted her career focus to helping students adjust to college life and prepare for their

own careers, a new generation of PC students discovered the remarkable and genuine level of caring

she possessed. From administering the infamous Myers-Briggs personality test to helping freshmen feel

comfortable in a new environment, Green let no obstacle stand in her way of assisting students.

After being diagnosed with liver cancer in 1998, Green inspired others with her unwavering faith.

She remained active at the college until her death in 2004.

"Martha Anne once wrote me a letter that contained a verse she said was one of her favorites: 'The

world is round and the place which may seem like the end may also be only the beginning.' I hope Martha
Anne is having a wonderful new beginning," said Beth Wilson '86.

92
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The beauty of a liberal arts college like Presbyterian College is that it allows faculty and staff to fully

utilize their talents.

In the case o{ Lennart Pearson, that meant not only shaping young minds in the classroom but also

serving as director of the James H. Thomason Library from its opening in 1974 until his retirement in

1997.

"The college library is what it is today because he advocated, designed, superintended, promoted, and
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cared for it," vice president for academic affairs Dave Gillespie said in 1997. "It possesses a well-equipped

media center and is on the cutting edge of technology. Its collection of hooks, periodicals, and other

materials, and its many services are quite remarkable."

Pearson planned and supervised the construction of the library and directed its growth to a collection

of more than 150,000 volumes. He ensured that the facility would serve the academic needs of PC's

students, faculty, and staff, and promoted the development and growth of the media learning center

located in the library.

Pearson made sure the library kept pace with new technology. He worked with his technical services

staff to convert the old card catalog to an online public access system.

He held various positions in the S.C. Library Association and served as its president in 1978. Upon
Pearson's retirement, the 700-member organization honored him as South Carolina's "Outstanding

Librarian of the Year."

Originally trained at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a theological librarian,

Pearson joined the Presbyterian College faculty in 1968 from Union Theological Seminary in Virginia.

Pearson has taught courses in religion every semester for 21 years and in Swedish for 16 years. In

addition to serving as faculty secretary, he often was its representative on key committees. He has an

outstanding record of publications in scholarly journals.

T
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It must be one of the least appreciated jobs on the PC campus: annually serving as substitute parent

and disciplinarian to more than a thousand college students.

It was a job— dean of students— that Joe Nixon '63 loved for 25 years.

When his phone rang at 3 a.m. on weekend mornings, no one on the other end of the line was thanking

him for a job well done. Long evenings at student events, early morning discipline sessions, countless staff

meetings, and honor council events became the norm for Nixon during his years of service.

"I know I've been called a lot of things from 'Action Joe' and 'Papa Joe' to 'Mac Daddy,' and some

names that aren't quite as kind," Nixon told Presbyterian College Magazine upon his retirement in 2002.

"But I've always been concerned about PC students — their welfare, safety, and their growth into full

adulthood."

A member of PC's Tangerine Bowl football team in 1960 and a captain of the 1961 Blue Hose team

during his senior season, Nixon worked as a student coach with high school teams during his senior

year.

After spending two years in the Army, Nixon returned to PC as head track coach and an assistant on

Cally Gault's football staff. In 1969, Nixon was named director of admissions — a position that allowed

him to prepare fully for a career in higher education administration by earning his master's degree in

student personnel services and higher education at the University of South Carolina. In addition to

devoting free time to the South Carolina Army National Guard (in which he rose to the rank of brigadier

general during a 28-year career), he also gained valuable administrative experience that would benefit

him when he moved to the dean of students office in 1977.

From working to ensure the renovation of Springs Campus Center in 1984 to serving on PC's strategic

plan task force in 2000, Nixon has retained a sharp focus on the welfare of PC and its students. That

continues through the Joseph O. Nixon Leadership Award established by his family, which is presented

annually to a graduating senior who over the course of his or her PC education has demonstrated superior

qualities of leadership on behalf of the college community.

The South Carolina College Personnel Association honored Nixon upon his retirement by establishing

an award in his name to honor chief student affairs professionals in the state of South Carolina.
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When Fred James was selected by the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education and

the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as the 2002 South Carolina Professor of

the Year, it merely validated what a generation of Presbyterian College alumni already knew: James was

exceptional in the classroom and in relationships with those around him.

Although he died just months before the state honor was announced, James did accept the college's

professor of the year award (for a second time) and addressed the 2002 graduating class at commencement.

Seeing his students in the audience and recognizing that they, like so many of his former students, would

enjoy distinguished careers in medicine, research, and teaching was enough of an honor.

Two of those former students, J ana Haley Cheek '83 and Benjamin F Cheek IV '83 established the

Dr. Frederick C. James Scholarship Fund following his death as a way to memorialize James' sparkling wit,

brilliance as a teacher, and caring, nurturing attitude toward students.

James served as a member of the college faculty from 1971 to 2002. He served for the final 15 years of

his tenure as the Pulaski L. Bealy Smith Professor of Biology.

James pioneered the biology flexi-mester program, leading students to adventure and scientific

discovery in the Galapagos, the Cayman Islands, Puerto Rico, and Africa. With his specialized interest

in botany, he could regularly be found in the greenhouse between Richardson Hall and Springs Campus

Center.

At the request of James' biology department colleagues, the college's board of trustees in 2002 named

the greenhouse in his honor and acknowledged his legacy in PC's ongoing flexi-mester program.

35 Beifc,(Hihtrc

Those who believe in superstitions usually avoid the number 13, but triskaidekaphobia goes out the

window when it comes to Beth Couture 's 13 years as head coach of the PC women's basketball team.

Whether it was guiding the Blue Hose to a conference championship or providing guidance to

the athletics department as the senior female administrator, Couture approached every challenge as

the ultimate competitor and strived to ensure that Blue Hose athletes emerged as winners in athletic

competitions and in the classroom.

The accomplishments for the women's basketball program under her direction read like an honor

roll. She led the team to three consecutive South Atlantic Conference regular season and tournament

titles from 1998 to 2000 while earning SAC Coach of the Year honors on four occasions. She has had

18 all-conference selections, three SAC player of the year selections, and 25 players named to the SAC
Academic Honor Roll.

Her finest season occurred during the 1999-2000 campaign as the Blue Hose posted a conference-

record 28 wins against two losses and were ranked as high as fourth in the nation.

Couture 's teams compiled an impressive 258-117 overall record — including eight 20-win seasons

— during her tenure. She led the program to six trips to the NCAA Division II National Tournament
over a nine-year span.

The Greenville, S.C. native is the only coach in South Atlantic Conference history to be named
coach of the year in two different women's sports, having served as PC's volleyball coach from 1987-93,

amassing an overall record of 233-50. A three-time South Atlantic Conference Volleyball Coach of the
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Year selection, she guided the Blue Hose to three national tournaments, including the school's first-ever

NCAA postseason appearance in 1993.

Couture resigned in 2002 to accept the women's basketball head coaching duties at Butler University,

an NCAA Division I member located in Indiana.

"Coach Couture embodies all the qualities one hopes to find in an outstanding coach," PC president

John Griffith said. "She was a standout player as an undergraduate known for her aggressive, passionate,

and accurate play. She understands the game of basketball in all aspects of competition; it is part of her

make-up. She loves to win; she is dignified and realistic in defeat. She is committed to the total education

of her players and loves PC. She works to develop each player into a successful adult capable of making

full use of her talents. What more could one ask?"

^Jurb Skaouter

When Jim Skinner retired as Charles A. Dana Professor of English in December of 2002, following

38 extraordinary years of service to Presbyterian College and thousands of students, the college prepared

a resolution with enough accolades to fill a notebook.

After all, saying farewell to a legendary faculty member is no simple matter, for there are few areas of

life at PC that were not influenced in a positive way by Skinner during nearly four decades.

Most notable are his contributions to the classroom, where his passionate lectures brought literature

to life for countless students. His fervor for the English language and its masters was recognized through

the Presbyterian College Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award; the Board of Visitors Distinguished

Service Award; the Presbyterian College Professor of the Year Award; and, simultaneously, the CASE
South Carolina Professor of the Year Award and the Governor's Professor of the Year Award.

He is included in Who's Who in America and Who's Who in the World.

"I think his enthusiasm for the material he teaches sets Jim apart," observed Skinner's colleague, Dr.

Neal Prater, in 1992. "He wants very much to share his enthusiasm for great literature with his students.

Plus, he knows a great deal about other fields such as music, drama, the sciences and architecture. He is

very much the Renaissance Man."

Skinner could not deny that description.

"You've got to have some kind of rapport or understanding with students that we're all in this together

and that learning is an exciting thing," he said. "I don't come into the classroom as a dictator or a god

to dispense these pearls of wisdom. We're fellow travelers in the endeavor. I can take a student who is

empathetic, and I can take a student who is hostile, but the one thing I have never been able to handle

is indifference. Either hate it or love it, but this opportunity is too precious and filled with potential for

anyone to be indifferent."

Potential fulfilled is a good description of Skinner's own tenure:

• He was instrumental in founding the Russell Program on media awareness, serving as

its sole chair for 13 years and bringing to campus scores of distinguished writers and

speakers.

• He directed plays at PC during the 1966-67 academic year.

• He was vice-chair and editor of the college's institutional self-study from 1984 until

1986.

• He displayed the breadth of his talents and knowledge by teaching a number of

interdisciplinary courses, including "Media and Society" and "Medical Humanities."
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• He led an annual seminar on literature and spirituality at Oxford College for scores of

ministers and lay people.

• He enlightened budding scholars in the British Isles by serving as an honorary visiting

fellow at Leicester University

• He published three books during his final decade at PC.

• He established the Norvell-Fry Scholarship Fund to aid students in the humanities who

plan a career in media.

Perhaps the most fitting description of Skinner's contributions to PC came in the 1978 Figs and

Thistles, which the editors dedicated to the literary magazine's founder:

"Those who write are forced to think about life and language. Those who read critically are brought to

new understanding of life through the vision and words of the creative writer. Those who encourage the

appreciation of creative writing are the patrons of the highest potentials of the human mind. Dr. James

Skinner is such a guardian of the art of thoughtful living. Through his vision was this magazine founded;

through his encouragement has it been sustained and nurtured; and through his friendship, his example,

and his teaching will his students continue to learn and to practice the art of thoughtful living."

j)/ B*£Smu
It's a fairly familiar story at Presbyterian College. A transfer from a large university discovers the

beauty of exploring the college experience in a small town— trading the indifference of being less than

a face in the crowd for the joy of being recognized daily as a living, breathing human being.

For Dr. Bob Smith '61, who retired in 2004 after spending the past 18 years as the director of church

relations at his alma mater, it was a fable that made all the difference for him and, in turn, allowed him to

also make a difference.

Smith '61 transferred to PC from Georgia Tech after some encouragement from two ministers at

Peachtree Presbyterian Church in Atlanta, Ga. Smith applied to both PC and Davidson College, but he

never heard from the latter and never regretted choosing the former. It was such a positive experience for

Smith that he vowed to someday return to PC and work for his alma mater.

That opportunity arose 25 years later at the invitation of college president Dr. Kenneth Orr. Smith,

who had enjoyed a fulfilling career in the active ministry as a missionary abroad, as a minister of education

and youth at First Presbyterian Church in St. Petersburg, Fla., and as an associate minister at Sardis

Presbyterian Church in Charlotte, N.C., was ready to return to Clinton.

In the new position of director of church relations, Smith was a visible and vocal presence for the

college at General Assemblies and at church conferences across the USA. He recruited PC students from

far and wide, usually singing the college's praise first-hand after visiting a church.

"There are some people in churches who know little or nothing about PC," he said. "I've enjoyed

helping them discover the uniqueness of this place."

His concern about a lack of leadership available to the church, especially in youth ministry, led Smith
and PC to create a unique ongoing partnership with First Presbyterian Church in Spartanburg, S.C. The
program, named Celtic Cross and led by Smith, has proven to be a model for other church-related colleges

to develop new generations of leaders — youth advisors, ministers, deacons, elders, and Sunday school

teachers— for churches of any denomination.

"Students come here with a sense of call," he said. "At PC, they can come here and never be disengaged

from the church. PC encourages you to discover for yourself. We truly believe in education, in contrast

to what some others receive, which is indoctrination."
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Described by a colleague as a Christian Renaissance Man, Presbyterian College's Kristen Herrington

Professor Emeritus of Bible will forever be known as someone who skillfully combined the knowledge of a

scholar with the pastoral care of an ordained minister.

George Ramsey, who taught in the religion department at PC for 36 years, helped innumerable

students examine their own faith through intense study of human history's most influential text.

The 1990 PC Professor of the Year was an accomplished author who wrote The Quest for the Historical

Israel and numerous articles about the Bible and the Christian faith. But Ramsey was foremost a teacher

who, prior to retiring last year, indicated that there was little separating his vocation and his calling to

serve God.

"My faith is really my reason for teaching," he said. "I believe God has called me. It's a sense of

vocation — not just a job — and I'm not just an employee of the college. This is my form of service to

God's church. Over the years, I've done the occasional preaching and teaching in churches, but this

really is my ministry."

Erto (NV

It would be difficult to point out any member of the PC faculty who embraced campus life with the

enthusiasm and vigor of Eric Johnson.

The news of Johnson's sudden death the week before Christmas stunned the college community in

2003. It also gave everyone on campus an opportunity to realize the numerous and diverse ways in which

the young psychology professor contributed.

When the Russell Program shifted leadership modes from one director to three faculty co-chairs,

Johnson was among the first to volunteer his time and talents to the key program. He was serving as senior

chair at the time of his death. His interest in the media and desire to educate PC students on the topic

led him to co-teach "Media & Society," an interdisciplinary class that examines all types of media, their

impact on society, and the meaning behind often-overlooked facets of media. His love and knowledge of

music provoked the class to view music as a powerful medium.

The latter also drove him as the advisor to campus radio station WPCX, guiding the station to the

FM airwaves during the 2002-03 academic year. Spending ample time on the airwaves and harking back

to his days as a disc jockey in college days, Johnson quickly adopted the name "E.J. the DJ" given to him

by students.

Johnson's expertise in child development made him an invaluable mentor to teacher candidates from

PC. He embraced the freshman introduction to inquiry class and was among the first teachers to volunteer

to participate in the pilot program during the 2002-03 academic year. He was a strong supporter of Psi

Chi, the national honor society in psychology.

Other areas of campus life touched by Johnson were the living-learning initiative begun with the

construction of Carol International House, the Honor Council, the Cultural Enrichment Program, and

PC Cinema.

He also could be found rallying faculty and staff— along with the families— to participate in regular

indoor hockey games in the Springs Campus Center gym.

"PC allows me to be myself— the fit is that tight," he told Presbyterian College Magazine the year

before his death.
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At Opening Convocation each fall and at commencement exercises each spring, Paul Campbell is a

familiar sight.

An associate professor of mathematics, Campbell is the current faculty's longest serving member. As

such, his amazing 44-year career at PC earns him the distinguished honor of bearing the college mace

during faculty processionals.

But he is foremost a valued part of the campus community, according to peers.

"Paul is a fantastic colleague in our department," said mathematics professor Dr. Brian Beasley. "No

matter what course we ask him to teach or what time of day we ask him to offer it, he always agrees and

he always does a great job.

"Paul brings an incredible wealth of experience into the classroom, impressing his students and his

fellow math faculty alike. He may be a man of few words but when he says, 'Hoss, let me tell you what I

think ...,' we all know to pay close attention."
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With one of the largest peach farms in South Carolina, the Yonce family ofJohnston knows the value

of planting a seed in fertile soil. The rewards bloom each spring at the 3,000-acre farm as trees bear large

quantities of fruit.

Three generations of the family have done the same — albeit figuratively — at Presbyterian

College.

The tangible results of the family's sowing are seen in the Mabry-Smith-Yonce Center and the Yonce

Field House.

Dedicated in 1994, the multipurpose Mabry-Smith-Yonce Center, adjacent to the Templeton Physical

Education Center, was made possible through a gift from J.W. "Billy" Yonce— the patriarch of the family

and both a parent and grandparent of Blue Hose alumni.

The Yonce Field House, which houses locker rooms for PC and visitors as well as a training room,

stands at the new Bailey Memorial Stadium. Chris Yonce '96 and Josh Yonce '02 both were members of

the Blue Hose football team.

Larry Yonce '67 may be regularly seen on campus serving as an alumni representative to the college's

board of trustees.

The Presbyterian College Alumni Association joined all of the links during 2005 Homecoming when

it honored Billy Yonce with the Honorary Alumnus award.

"Billy may not have earned a degree from PC, but he is all Blue Hose," said Randy Randall, executive

director of alumni and community relations.
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Gregg Nibert has been praised for his ability to teach young players during their careers as Blue

Hose student-athletes. The winning tradition he has maintained elevates him to a level reserved for

exceptional coaches in the storied history of PC athletics.

Nibert, the winningest coach in history of the PC men's basketball program, has stalked the sidelines

as the Blue Hose head coach for 17 seasons and brought an overall coaching record of 282-187 into the

2005-06 season. His teams have compiled four 20-win seasons and finished in the top four in the South

Atlantic Conference regular season standings 12 times. Under his guidance, the Blue Hose have won the

SAC Championship twice and the Food Lion/SAC Tournament title once.

During the 2002-03 season, Nibert led the Blue Hose to a program record-tying 27 wins. That team

received the program's first bid to the NCAA Division II South Atlantic Regional Tournament and

entered the postseason tournament as the number eight seed. PC upset top-seeded and nationally ranked

Columbus State, as well as fifth-seeded Shaw to advance to the "Sweet 16."

In 1993, Nibert led the Blue Hose to the NAIA National Tournament in Kansas City, Mo. — PC's

first-ever trip to that tournament. That year he was named the Coach of the Year in South Carolina, the

South Atlantic Conference, and NAIA District 26.

Nibert came to Presbyterian College in 1981 with fellow Rice University assistant coach Butch Estes

when Estes accepted PC's head coaching job. The Blue Hose enjoyed a pair of 20-win seasons over the

next three years.

Nibert then moved to Furman University as a part-time assistant coach. One year later, Estes was

named Furman head coach and Nibert was shifted to the full-time assistant's post— a slot he would man
until being named PC's 17th head basketball coach on April 26, 1989.

[| J 7^(uuU/t& BrtWKs

There is much treasure to be found in Neville Hall— the king of Presbyterian College's buildings. At
PC, however, true treasure may be measured in individuals and the wisdom they share.

How golden is Neville Hall's custodian Rhudene Brooks? Since 1982, she has truly been a rare

element — shining not only in her day-to-day work but, more importantly, as a valued member of the

academic environment at PC.

An accomplished and published poet and the author of a book about her family, Brooks has often

been invited to share with classes her own insights into literary works — especially those of Charles

Dickens, whom she calls "the conscience of the world."

Dana Professor Emeritus of English Dr. Jim Skinner said he invited Brooks to discuss her favorite

author in large part "because she has read more Dickens than anyone I know outside of academia."

A rare jewel is Rhudene Brooks— as essential a part of the PC tapestry as any that can be found.
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Presbyterian College professors are renowned for their rapport with students. Few, however, can match

the enthusiasm Sam Howell brings to those opportunities.

A certified public accountant, Howell eschewed the private sector— and accompanying riches— to

instead teach at his beloved alma mater. Even when he isn't teaching accounting principals to future

corporate executives, he discovers ways to stay connected to campus.

A 1974 graduate, Howell still remembers what it's like to be a college student— especially one who

goes to PC. From his homespun brand of humor to his love of NASCAR and his weekly radio show

on WPCX-FM, he continues to belie the bean-counter, propeller-head stereotypes of accountants and

teachers.

His sense of humor is especially evident in the student organization he helped found — Students for

the Advancement of Management— that fittingly is known simply as SAM.

105 /ifi/v StillJulm

There are seminal moments in every classroom when the light bulbs flash on — and the sparks of

newfound knowledge and discovery are evident. But just as important are those in-between times — in

the hallways or in a professor's office — where a young man or woman interacts with the wise to make
discoveries about self.

Dana Professor of Psychology Ann Stidham specializes in those moments— both as an educator and

as a longtime counselor at PC. Interacting with people — listening to them and helping them — has

been, perhaps, her most important role. It also served her students best, she said.

"I love connecting with people," she said. "I would have to say that my personal philosophy is to do

what little bit I can do to improve the quality of life at any point where I might have that opportunity."

Stidham, though, has done more than a "little bit" to raise the quality of life for her students and

the surrounding community. Currently offering counseling services to the general public, she also has

given her time to many in need — including time as a board member of the Laurens County Hospice

program, the Laurens County AIDS Task Force, the Laurens County Health Care Trust, and the Piedmont
Wilderness Institute.

In 1979, Stidham earned the Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award and, in 1982 and 1998, received

the Board of Visitors' Distinguished Service Award. She was named Outstanding Professor in the Southeast

by the Chronicle of Higher Education in 1992 and, in 1997, was named PC's Professor of the Year.

At commencement that year, she told seniors, "Service is an attitude; service is a commitment that

has broad application in virtually every area of our life. Serve God; serve your family, past and future; serve

your neighbor, who is every man and woman. Create a community of service wherever life may lead you,

and you will find that you have defined meaning and service, and you will receive the resultant relatedness

which brings you joy."
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Perhaps no individual or group has shaped the Presbyterian College physical plant like Irwin Belk.

From residence halls with cutting-edge programming to statues that now adorn the campus landscape, he

has long been one of the college's leading patrons.

The Belk family was responsible for providing such facilities as Belk Auditorium— named in 1960 in

memory of nationally known mercantile leader and Presbyterian layman William Henry Belk - and Mary

Irwin Belk Hall, the women's residence hall named for the wife of the late William Henry Belk.

He was instrumental in funding for Carl C. Grotnes Hall (named in honor of his father-in-law) and

Carol International House, which was named for his wife. Also, the Irwin Belk Track circles the playing

field at Bailey Memorial Stadium.

Italian marble statues commissioned by Belk adorn public spaces outside Belk Auditorium, the Harper

Center, and the Campbell Plaza. The five frolicking frog musician statues located beside the campus lake

have drawn attention from both young and old.

Belk currently is honoring Blue Hose athletes with a series of life-size bronze statues located in front of

the Templeton P.E. Center and appropriate playing fields. A large-scale replica of three runners overlooks

the namesake's track at Baily Stadium.

Anyone who enters the stadium's main gates passes the world's largest bronze Highland Scotsman - a

gift from Belk to celebrate the opening of the new facility.

Belk has been instrumental in joining the college's 125 th anniversary celebration, commissioning two

wines for celebratory events. He also bid early and often during a black tie gala and auction in November

to raise funds for a scholarship.

He has been a member of the Presbyterian College Board of Trustees since 1976.

107.* Viserm/uv LJls<zs<i

Jerman Disasa, raised in rural Ethiopia, found a path to educational and professional success in the

United States. As the director of the CHAMPS program, his desire is to help disadvantaged young people

in Laurens County enjoy the same opportunities to attain their educational goals.

After 10 years, the educational and mentoring program is producing results and is sending young

people — some of whom may never have completed high school without the mentoring program — to

college.

PC and the Laurens County community put the pieces together to make CHAMPS a reality, but

Disasa is without a doubt its heart and soul.

Disasa obtained elementary and secondary education from Presbyterian mission schools. After

earning his undergraduate and doctoral degrees, he taught in middle and secondary schools for nine years

in Ethiopia and the United States. He held faculty and administrative positions for eight years at the

University of South Carolina before joining the Presbyterian College faculty in 1994.

The South Carolina Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development recognized Disasa's

work in 2000 by naming him a "Friend of Education."

"For me, CHAMPS is a reminder of my own educational journey," Disasa said. "Once I was without

hope of finishing even the third grade. But then I met a teacher who not only told me I could do it, but

also convinced me to leave home and walk to the nearest higher grade some 50 miles away. The end oi

that journey set me on a new path that has led me to a high school diploma, a college degree, graduate

school, a satisfying career, and a sense of belonging to a community and God."
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As one of six Presbyterian College faculty members since 1991 to earn South Carolina Professor of

the Year honors from the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education and the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Bob Hudson has proven himself to be an extraordinary

educator.

His colleagues and former students never had a doubt.

"1 had the pleasure of reading the array of letters sent in by colleagues, students, and alumni in

support oi our nomination of Dr. Hudson for the South Carolina Award," said Dave Gillespie, faculty

dean emeritus. "I remember two in particular— one from a current student, the other from an alumna

who is now a prominent physician. 'Pygmalion' or 'My Fair Lady' came to mind as I read their words. The

student's life was in the process of metamorphosis, the doctor's life transformed already— and both gave

the credit to our Dr. Bob Hudson. Bob is an excellent scholar. Far more important, he is a skilled, able,

and caring teacher and mentor. Bob Hudson represents the best that PC has to offer."

Hudson's teaching extends beyond the classroom. He has invited many students to join him in his

summer research with the Tennessee Valley Authority as one of the nation's experts on freshwater mussels

and their use in toxicity studies.

7^/r /{Haav

A simple friendship introduced Ron Allen to Presbyterian College. The friendships he has made

since agreeing to serve on the college's board of trustees brings him back to Clinton on a regular basis.

The retired chairman of the board, president and chief executive officer of Delta Airlines, Allen was

drawn to PC through his ties to Peachtree Presbyterian Church in Atlanta and then senior minister,

Frank Harrington. The latter served as chair of PC's board of trustees, which Allen joined in 1986.

Harrington's death in 1999 left a void in the board, but Allen filled that role and brought stability

and continued leadership to ensure a strong future for the college. He was a part of the committee that

brought current president John Griffith to Presbyterian College and has been a strong supporter of the

college's master plan. The college's endowment has grown to record levels and such new facilities as Carol

International House, Senior Residence Hall, Martin Stadium, and the new Bailey Memorial Stadium

have been funded and constructed during his tenure as chair.

A native of Atlanta and a graduate of the Georgia Institute of Technology, Allen's own friendships

have had a positive influence on PC. As a board member for Tourism Development International in

Dublin, Ireland, he met Michael McNulty, who would encourage PC and Guizhou University in China
to forge an historic partnership.

JDttlK

If ever a Renaissance man graced the Presbyterian College campus, surely his name was J. David

Gillespie.

Some have known Dave Gillespie as a master teacher— the Charles A. Dana Professor of Political

Science who was honored by the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education and the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as the 1993 South Carolina Professor of the

Year. He was designated exemplary professor by the U.S. Department of Education in 1996.
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Others recognize his contributions to the college as vice president for academic affairs and dean of the

faculty from 1998 until 2005. The academic program will long hear the mark of his exemplary leadership,

which included the hiring of 30 new full-time faculty, the endowment of four new faculty chairs, the

establishment of the Southeastern Center for Intercultural Studies, and a redesigned general education

program.

Still others know him as a leading expert and author on Third Parties in the American political

system. He authored Politics at the Periphery: Third Parties in Two-Party America in 1993 and his opinion

has been sought as a commentator and guest by the national news media.

Gillespie has traveled the world not only to share his knowledge but also to witness politics in action.

He earned a fellowship from the Fulbright Scholars program to the University of Tartu in Estonia, and

has enjoyed extended professional stays in China, the West Bank and Israel, and Eastern Europe. He
led a student "home stay" group to Moscow and St. Petersburg in 1993 and taught British Polity and

the European Union during the 1996 offering of the annual Presbyterian College at Oxford University

Program.

Gillespie retired as vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculty last summer. He plans

to retire from the classroom at the conclusion of the 2005-06 academic year.

^Jcm Siul/uttri

Many professors at larger institutions of higher learning understand that their motto might as well be

the Latin equivalent of "publish or perish." While that isn't the case at Presbyterian College, professors

like Jim Stidham still take seriously their roles as researchers and discoverers.

A professor of biology at PC since 1967, Stidham has been the department's specialist in marine

biology and it is in that field that he has conducted numerous research projects. Whether leading students

on Maymester ventures or conducting research throughout the country, Stidham has made research not

only a learning process— but a teaching tool.

Of a particular piece of research conducted one summer at the Mount Desert Island Biological

Laboratory in Maine, Stidham waxed eloquently the benefits of research.

"It's an opportunity to immerse yourself in first-line science for an entire summer," he said. "The

beauty of it is that I get to take my own students so we'll be bring the information back to campus. PC is

a very good school in the sciences, but we want to be even better. Something like this helps us and is part

of what PC is all about."

Thanks to professors— and scientists— like Jim Stidham.

112 £W 1A/<u \c&

When Doug Wallace arrived at Presbyterian College in 1989 to establish a media learning center in

the Thomason Library, he noted that one of his goals was to "help the faculty use new technology to get

their message across versus using the standard 'talk and chalk' approach."

Sixteen years later, technology has created state-of-the-art classrooms at PC and Wallace's easygoing

demeanor has helped the college's faculty embrace the technology. From computer demonstrations on

a master terminal to teleconferences with guests from around the globe, teaching is no longer limited to

textbooks.

Wallace shepherded the college's faculty, staff, and students as technology moved from analog to digital.
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As satellite dishes appeared atop the library, Wallace taught such skills as video and audio production and

editing. A key member of the Russell Program on media and technology steering committee, he was

instrumental in establishing the college's radio station and oversaw its move to WPCX — a low-power

FM station.

Wallace also oversaw the installation of cable television in every residence hall room. He manages

information and entertainment channels exclusive to PC. He also produces college programs that air on

the Laurens County Public Access Channel.

The assignment has been a natural fit for Wallace, who holds an undergraduate degree in communication

arts and television broadcasting, and a master of arts degree in educational media. Prior to joining the

PC staff, he served a graduate assistantship as co-director of the Center for Advanced Technology at

Appalachian State University.

113
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Presbyterian College's history is rich with the stories of many clans — generations of alumni and

the numerous husbands and wives who made the college their daily work. Clinton's Bailey family,

though, stands out not only for its long history with PC but also— and more importantly— for its many
contributions.

In Mercer Silas Bailey, PC founder William Plumer Jacobs found a kindred spirit whose business

acumen would become vital to Clinton's development and that of the college.

Apparently it is a family tradition because the Bailey family continues to discover new ways to be

friends to PC. Through individual gifts and through their philanthropic entity, the Bailey Foundation, the

family has been a part of every major fundraising campaign initiated by the college.

The Bailey Foundation's advisory committee chairman, George H. Cornelson IV, and family member
Mary Vance Suitt are currently members of PC's Board of Trustees. Most recently, the Bailey Foundation

made a lead gift toward the construction of PC's new football stadium, which still bears the Bailey name.

^MUi 7/tn/ruuv

If student athletics is a tradition at Presbyterian College — and rest assured, it is — then biology

professor John Inman might be one of its poster boys.

A standout football player who was coached by Blue Hose legend Cally Gault, Inman also was

undoubtedly a brilliant student. A member of the Sigma Kappa Alpha and Gamma Sigma Delta academic

honor societies, he was not only the Outstanding Senior in Biology but also the Outstanding Senior for

the Class of 1973.

The Dana Professor of Biology earned his master's and doctoral degrees from Purdue University and
returned to his alma mater in 1980 to teach biology. In addition to being a former college athlete with

a brilliant mind, Inman also has shown a creative side— winning first place and "Best in Show" in 1984

for a short story submitted for the Roger Peace Creative Writing Competition at the Greenville Arts

Festival.

But Inman will perhaps be known best at PC for the care he gives his students. As the faculty

athletic representative, he continues to hold a special place in his heart for Blue Hose student-athletes

— advocating their prowess on the field, in the classroom, and even in the field on one of his many
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Maymester voyages.

Besides, how can you not appreciate a man who has a water buffalo head mounted and hanging in his

office?

In addition to his loyal service to PC, Inman gives his time and energy to others. He has served on

the Laurens County Literacy Council and the Clinton Planning Commission, as president of the S.C.

Academy of Science and as executive director of the S.C. Junior Academy of Science.

Ih uhris lA/fLtttLKer

As one of the nation's leading ophthalmologists, Tom Whitaker helped shape the vision of thousands

of patients. As a loyal Presbyterian College alumnus, he has helped shape the vision of his alma mater.

Cover your left eye and consider that Whitaker '66, a member of the college's board of trustees, has

served as an officer of the PC Alumni Association, a trustee at-large on the PC Strategic Plan Task Force,

a class agent for the PC Fund, a former member of the PC Board of Visitors, and a PC Guardian. He has

hosted numerous Myrtle Beach alumni socials, opening his home to fellow alumni and cooking his famous

Frogmore Stew.

Cover your right eye and you'll see many other significant ways in which Whitaker has contributed

to the life of the college. He has been active in student recruitment and established the Whitaker

Endowment Fund. He contacted PC alumni in the medical field to raise construction funds for the

Sports Medical Center. He created, along with Butch Woodward '60, the $100,000 Whitaker-Woodward

Challenge with the aim of increasing alumni participation in the PC Fund.

Whitaker took a leading role in the Building From Strength capital campaign and has reprised his

leadership role in the Promise and Challenge capital campaign with particular emphasis on the science

facility expansion.

Aw^/f/ SicartHH '(Hid/

Ministries come in many shapes and sizes; they are as varied, one might guess, as humanity itself. It

should come as no surprise then that there might be a ministry for business administration professors, as

well.

"At a church-related school like PC, you can expect to find students who already have heard the call

to ministry," said Norman Scarborough, PC's Scott Associate Professor of Information Science. "But even

folks who find secular jobs can be called. This is my calling — and I'm so blessed to have discovered it

when I started at age 22. Now, as I look back on it, I can see God's hand in it everywhere."

PC is equally blessed that Scarborough chose to make the college his home. An enthusiastic and

passionate educator, he makes use of a wide variety of visual aids and technology to enhance his lectures.

He is a tireless advocate for small business entrepreneurs — a subject that has earned him international

attention.

Scarborough's second full-time job, as he calls it, is writing about business management and small

business development. He is the co-author of two of the world's best selling textbooks on those subjects

— Effective Small Business Management and Essentials of Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management.

He is frequently quoted in numerous publications eager to share his expertise.

This fall, Scarborough's career reached a new high when he was named S.C. Professor of the Year

by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement and

Support of Education— the sixth state Professor of the Year award earned at the college since 1991.
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Some individuals are so closely tied to an institution that the mere mention of their name sparks

immediate recognition.

Take "Randy," for instance.

Randy Randall arrived in Clinton from Washington, Ga. in 1971 as a PC freshman and has made

it his home ever since. Perhaps only Tom Stallworth, Randall's song-and-dance partner from "The

Fantasticks," has played more roles on campus and is known by more PC alumni.

Having directed the college's intramural program as a student, Randall, a 1975 alumnus, served as

PC's director of student activities until 1984 when he was named director of alumni affairs. He also

established and coached PC's first women's varsity basketball team. In 1989, he left the college to join

the staff of Jacobs Press, Inc., but returned to campus three years later as director of Springs Campus

Center.

He today serves as executive director of alumni and community relations— although you are just as

likely to spot him handling public address duties at a Blue Hose football or basketball game.

Of course, he may be in a meeting of the ROTC Alumni Association or taking part in his newest role

— mayor of Clinton.

He has viewed PC as a student, a coach, an administrator, a parent, and a citizen, but it is his role as

a public servant (he served on Clinton City Council prior to winning the mayor's race) that has given

Randall a unique perspective on the town and gown relationship.

"In all of those capacities, I see PC as a special place. I know many people in town who, once they've

gotten involved at PC, are really taken with it. They love PC," he said. "The college is now one of the

largest employers inside the city limits and it has taken a leading role in doing things to make Clinton

better because we're mutually dependent on each other. The college needs the town to be vibrant and

the town needs the college for jobs, for the influx of money, for the quality of life it gives to the citizens,

and to attract new business."

rrastAi& (3iuut

Just call him "Pork Chop."

Frankie Ginn has become the stuff of legend since arriving at PC in May of 1988. Officially a carpenter

with the college's physical plant, he is often included in the first line of response when maintenance help

is required. Like his colleagues, he keeps PC looking and functioning its best.

"I have the best group of people to work with," he said. "I can't think of anywhere I'd rather be."

With a warm personality and a permanent smile, Ginn is known simply as "Pork Chop" by students

and faculty alike.

He also is, in many cases, an ambassador for the college.

"I like to tell people that PC stands for 'Pork Chop' because I want anyone — whether a visitor or a

student— to leave the campus with a smile on his face and realizing what a beautiful place it is," Ginn
said. "If PC had the equivalent of a Wal-Mart greeter, I'd want that job."
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The image is indelible: students huddled on the steps of historic Neville Hall as the sun rises, their

faces frozen on the orator who stands ready to preach from the gospel according to Faulkner.

Dean Thompson, the Mary H. and deSaussure Davis Edmunds Professor of English, is clean and

pressed. His suspenders give him the look of a learned attorney prepared to make a closing argument.

But Thompson doesn't dive into the lecture. He opens the class with a joke— one that makes even

the most stoic and sleepy student groan. With the class ready to move on, Thompson offers only a wry

grin and segues seamlessly into the class topic.

It's no wonder that Thompson has developed such a large fan following among students during his

17 years at PC. In 1992, just four years after arriving at PC, he was honored by the Council for the

Advancement and Support of Education and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

as the South Carolina Professor of the Year.

With such interests as Southern literature, silent film, and baseball, it's difficult to call Thompson

a traditional academic. He's more likely to be found playing matchmaker for his students or inviting a

group to dinner than boasting of his latest published article.

Consider his most recent contribution to the college— a four-year scholarship for future members of

the Blue Hose baseball team called the "Field of Dreams Scholarship"— and you'll understand that the

welfare of students is Thompson's primary concern.

"If my students leave my classes with improved writing skills, well and good," he said in 1992. "If

they leave with an increased passion for reading, great. What I hope is that they come to care about

the things that make life worth living, receive joy from the curiosity that pushes our horizons onward,

and be determined to make a difference for someone— whether that difference be through smoothing a

brow furrowed with pain, educating the unlearned, or giving direction and purpose to the confused and

stumbling.

"Some students do gain such an awareness through our readings and discussions; some do not. But

each year brings a new crop of youngsters who are hungry for values and eager to explore — and these

students are what makes teaching a joy over and over again."

120 AAvrrcs G&tukffltM

The tale of a Presbyterian College undergraduate who eventually returns to his alma mater and works

his way up to executive vice president could only be described as a success story— for both the student

and the college.

It may seem the stuff of a Hollywood film, but Morris Galloway has lived the experience.

A native of the Atlanta area, he graduated from PC as a math major and PC's top student in 1979.

He served as treasurer for the student government association, worked with the yearbook and student

newspaper, and earned a math award before heading to graduate school at the University of Virginia,

where he studied computer science.

His foresight in choosing that field proved to be a blessing for PC, which added computer science as

a minor in 1981 and brought Galloway back to campus as an associate professor in the discipline. The
following year — well before bits and bytes became part of the everyday vernacular — Galloway was

promoted to director of computer services for the college.
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Titles of director of administrative services and later dean of administrative services followed. The

latter appointment made by the board of trustees in 1989 elevated Galloway to officer status, put him in

control of computer operations, institutional research, telephone systems, and working with the business

manager in purchasing, insurance, and auxiliary enterprises.

Galloway's skill and vision allowed PC to stay ahead of the technology curve during the next decade.

PC was among the first colleges in the state to have a presence on the World Wide Web. Galloway

oversaw the implementation and expansion of the campus data network, including the extension of fiber

optic cable to academic buildings and residence hall rooms by 1999.

When Skip Zubrod left his role as business manager in 1999, Galloway's skills allowed him to step in

on an interim basis. The board of trustees made the move permanent later that year, naming him vice

president for finance and administration.

In 2005, as executive vice president of finance and administration, Galloway continues to handle

daily business affairs to ensure the financial stability and continued growth of his alma mater.

121

Presbyterian College's current president need never worry that his leadership tenure will be remembered

for stagnation or status quo.

An early gift to John Griffith, PC's 16 th
president, was a windup replica of the popular Energizer Bunny

— a nod to his seemingly endless energy. Since taking the reins in 1998, he has turned much of that

energy into an ambitious plan to put the college on the national map— a plan that has led to landmark

building projects, exploration of the college's curriculum and its relationship to the Presbyterian Church

USA.
Under his leadership, PC has advanced its facilities — including two new living-learning residence

halls, a 6,500-seat football stadium, and an expansion to the James H. Thomason Library that will house

the college's special collections archives. Renovations to the science hall and student center are planned,

as well as a new art center. He also initiated talks that have led to collaborative programs with Guizhou

University in the People's Republic of China and Claflin University in Orangeburg.

In addition to serving as the catalyst for PC's master plan and its goal of becoming a leading liberal arts

institution, Griffith was a leading architect of the college's $160 million The Promise and the Challenge

campaign — the single largest campaign for any private college in South Carolina. More than halfway

toward that mark, PC continues to move in the same direction as its energetic chief executive — ever

forward.

The president also has a keen understanding of PC's relationship with other institutions and the

community and has taken a leadership role in both arenas. Griffith was appointed to serve on the

S.C Commission on Higher Education from 2002-04, and serves as a board member of the National

Association of Independent Colleges and Universities and the Upstate Alliance. The Clinton Economic
Development Corporation honored him in 2002 with its Business Person of the Year Award in recognition

of his visionary economic leadership to Laurens County.
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When she accompanied her husband to Clinton in 1998, Nancy Griffith made it clear that she would

not be the stereotypical first lady.

"The president's job is John's job, and while I do what I can to help him do his job, I am not interested

in getting involved with campus politics or the functioning of the campus," she told Presbyterian College

Magazine. "I don't want to walk around and complain about how the flowers look; I'm just not that kind

of person. That's his job."

Although she completes her tasks as PC's first lady in commendable fashion, Griffith's "other" job as

special collections librarian at the James Thomason Library continues to define the history of the college.

She has emerged, first and foremost, as a scholar who has brought order and a spotlight to the college

archives of PC.

A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Dickinson College who earned numerous honors there and at Syracuse

University, where she later received her master of library science degree, Griffith has distinguished herself

as a writer of research volumes. She served as director of the Regional Studies Center and was the

archivist for nine years at Lyon College before coming to PC.

Her first task was a substantial one — to inventory the various PC archives, to find out what exists,

and where. In short, she was asked to rediscover and reassemble the college's scattered history.

The search uncovered countless documents and photographs, more than 200 of which Griffith

compiled for Presbyterian College, a book published in 2002 by Arcadia Publishing Company's college

history series. The information proved helpful when she penned a book on the 150-year history of

Clinton's First Presbyterian Church in 2005.

Today the college's archives and special collections — including the Jackson-Arnold Collection and

significant artifacts from the history of Laurens County — are in good hands and will soon find a new

home in the addition to the Thomason Library.

123 Mic^jmaoUuAi,
Michael MacNulty always grins when he tells others — in his disctinctive Irish lilt — that the Pope

will likely have him excommunicated when he learns that MacNulty is serving on the Presbyterian

College Board of Trustees.

However, the job is right on track for this Dubliner who brings together unlikely partners in the name

of understanding and education.

Diversity is a part of MacNulty 's job as executive chairman of Tourism Development International

Ltd. — a position that takes him around the globe promoting Ireland. As a graduate of Belvedere College

and Harvard Business School, he understands the economic benefits of intercontinental relations. As the

father of three boys, he understands the human benefits of global understanding.

Introduced to Presbyterian College in 2001 by Ron Allen, chair of the Presbyterian College Board

of Trustees, MacNulty quickly became the most popular Irish matchmaker since Micheleen Flynn paired

Sean Thornton and Mary Kate Danaher in "The Quiet Man."

MacNulty's vision, however, was not pairing man and wife but rather two institutions halt a world

apart— Presbyterian College and Guizhou University in China. That initial introduction, begun with a

visit by a delegation from Guizhou in 2003, bloomed into a formal relationship between the institutions a

year later when PC president John Griffith and Guizhou president Chen Shuping signed the agreement.
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In addition to student and faculty exchanges (Guizhou professor J ianlin Mao is visiting PC during the

2005-06 academic year), cultural exchanges such as the Guizhou Dance Troupe's visit to Clinton during

the fall semester are expected.

"Both institutions have great pride in their reputations as liberal arts colleges. They both appreciate

that educating people in the culture of their own country and in the culture of the world is important to

the development of the world and for people living together," MacNulty said in 2003.

"Smaller nations like Ireland look at how the world is developing and are aware of the problems that

must be dealt with.... I believe that this future partnership in the world is right. China will lead the East.

America will lead the West and the world. There is so much to be gained by America and China working

together for a better world."
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The value system for ITC Holding Company includes such words as honesty, respect, friendly,

courteous, and fair. A prominent statement declares, "We display teamwork."

That value system defines more than one of the nation's leading telecommunications companies; it

defines the lives led by two of its leaders.

It really should be no surprise that Cam Lanier '72, chairman and chief executive officer of ITC, and

Bill Scott '69, president of the company and a PC trustee since 2000, adhere to strict values — whether

operating their business or simply living their lives. After all, they recognize those same values from their

days as students at Presbyterian College.

Remaining true to the college's motto dum vivimus servimus, while they have lived Lanier and Scott

have served. They also have never forgotten their alma mater.

In 1998, Lanier and Scott acted to ensure that Presbyterian College students, faculty, and staff would

remain on the cutting edge of rapidly changing technology. An initial gift made possible significant

advances in programming, lab facilities, and equipment in communications and information technology

within the liberal arts framework.

From adding new faculty skilled in information technology and promoting computer science from

a minor to a major course of study, to creating state-of-the-art teaching theaters and providing Internet

access from individual rooms in residence halls, that gift ensured that technology would be truly integrated

throughout the entire PC community.

Learning to use this technology is important for PC students. Learning how to manage increasing

amounts of technology in their lives is paramount. The newest PC program made possible by Lanier

and Scott is called the Center for the Study of Media, Technology, and Society, which will give students

context in which to place the wealth of information at their fingertips and to master technology before it

masters them.

The Lanier Symposium, an annual event focusing on technology, is currently held in the spring. Gifts

have also established the Campbell Brown Lanier III Professorship in Computer Science and the William

Henry Scott III Professorship in Information Science.

Both men accepted medallions as Presbyterian College Laureates at the gala kickoff to the Promise

and the Challenge campaign. Lanier was honored with the William Plumer Jacobs Society Distinguished

Member Award on the evening of the first Lanier Symposium.
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The marvelous series of events for the PC family that marked the

college's 125th anniversary would not have been possible without

the hard work and dedication of the 125 th Anniversary Planning

Committee. This group worked tirelessly to ensure that the college's

anniversary would be one long remembered and well celebrated.

Judging by the size of the crowds and the smiles on faces, they more

than succeeded — they hit a home run! Please join us in a written

cheer and round of applause for our wonderful volunteers.

Genevra Kelly, chair

125 th Anniversary Planning Committee

Dana R. Becker

John C. Brearley

Lumus Byrd, Jr.

William B. Carlton

Ruth T. Coleman

Robert K. Folks

Gregory E. Henley

John C. Inman

Joe O. Nixon

Mica B. Nixon

Stephen T. Owens
Elizabeth G. Parker

Comer H. Randall

Janet R Roberts

Laura W. Shealy

Suzanne J. Smith

J. Porter Stokes

Georgia B. Thomason
C. Douglas Warner

Helen E. Wrenn
Michael D. Wright

Grace C. Yeuell

David S. Lindsay

{
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As soon as Ron Allen (above),

chairman of the PC Board of

Trustees, stepped to the podium

at opening convocation in early

September, it was evident that

the fall semester would be a

special one. In addition to the

annual signing of the Roll of

Honor by freshmen, transfers,

and new faculty members , Eileen

and Marion "P-Nut" Dowdle

accepted the Martha Anne Green

Service to Church and College

Award. The Student Union

Board then hosted a black tie gala

for students and faculty under a

tent on the West Plaza. Excellent

food and music were plentiful as

the campus community danced

the night away.
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During one of their two U.S.

performances, the Guizhou

University Dance Troupe thrilled

the local audience in late September

with a colorful glimpse of Chinese

art and culture

.



Homecoming festvities included a

gala outside Neville Hall, a choir

reunion, and Clintons first Kirkin

o' the Tartans — a church service

for the PC, Thornvuell, and First

Presbyterian Church families —
complete with kilts, bagpipes, and a

picnic on the West Plaza.



PC'uns donned

their finest attire in

November to celebrate

the 125 th anniversary

at a black tie gala in

Greenville, S.C.

The event included

an auction of original

art, PC memorabilia,

and once-in-a-lifetime

Blue Hose experiences

that raised more than

$100,000 for

student scholarships.
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PC's annual Christmas program — a joint production of the departments of

music, visual arts, and dance — has won widespread praise since its debut in

1999. The program enjoyed a statewide audience in December after South

Carolina ETV taped the program and aired it twice that month.

Christmas Photos by Andrew Howard
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